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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

it is our great pleasure to welcome you in tallinn, estonia for the 4th interdisciplinary cyber research 
(icr) workshop, held at the tallinn university of technology on the 9th of june, 2018, and organised by 
tallinn university of technology centre for digital forensics and cyber security.

We are glad to see that the idea for such an interdisciplinary workshop has gained ground and that for 
a fourth year in a row young as well as established researchers have chosen this event to share their re-
search in various disciplines related to information and communication technologies such as computer 
sciences, political and social sciences, and law. We strongly believe that such an interdisciplinary format 
promotes connecting ideas and people across different domains, thereby allowing for the creation of 
new synergies. 

this year’s programme boasts 26 presentations from all over the world. We hope that the presentations 
will not only be informative about “cyber”-research carried out by other disciplines than your own, but 
also inspiring regarding your current and future research. We continue to underline the interdisciplinary 
nature of “cyber” by combining different research fields into common sessions.

the workshop will be opened by two well-known experts. Mr luc dandurand, head of cyber operations 
in guardtime will speak on the importance of cyber exercises, supply chain security and relevance of 
research in “Maximising cyber resilience”. Mr kieren nicolas lovell, head of computer emergency 
response at university of cambridge, will present on “command, control & communications within 
cyber incidents”. 

Most of the speakers have been hand-picked by our international Programme committee, and the 
results of the call for abstracts are presented in this publication. the selected abstracts explain the 
relevance of the research, outline principle research questions and expected or achieved results. hope-
fully these ideas and the discussions held during the workshop will form the bases for many extended 
research projects and academic articles!

last but not the least, we would like to thank everyone involved in organising this event: the members 
of the Programme committee for their efforts in reviewing the abstracts, moderators for guiding the 
discussions in the sessions, speakers for sharing their great ideas, workshop participants for being so 
engaged in the debates, staff of the tallinn university of technology for providing excellent support as 
well as our hardworking volunteer team.

anna-Maria osula, nato ccd coe 
olaf Maennel, tallinn university of technology 

chairs of icr2018 
tallinn, june 2018
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SESSION 1: eID  

session moderated by dr anna-Maria osula, 
nato ccd coe

Ms Liisa Past, 
“roca Vulnerability and eid: lessons learned”,  
information system authority

Mr Arnis Parsovs, 
“legal issues in solVing the estonian id card crisis”, 
University of Tartu

Ms Liisa Tallinn, 
“estonian eid Vulnerability: a Pr ProbleM?”, 
SpectX

Ms Valentyna Tsap, 
“e-identity and eidas: interPretation of different countries”, 
Tallinn University of Technology
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legal issues in solVing  
the estonian id card crisis*

Arnis Parsovs  
University of Tartu 

arnis@ut.ee

on august 30, 2017, czech researchers informed the estonian information system authority (ria) of 
a critical security vulnerability in the smart card chip produced by infineon technologies ag, which is 
used in the identity documents (hereinafter – id cards) issued by the estonian state. in total around 750 
thousand id cards were affected. this started the so-called estonian id card crisis. the security risk 
was largely mitigated on november 3, 2017, by suspending the validity of the affected certificates. the 
state provided the option for the cardholders to replace the vulnerable keys and certificates by visiting 
a customer service point of Police and border guard board (Pbgb) or by using the software provided by 
the state and doing the replacement remotely over the internet. the majority of the affected id cards 
were updated by the cardholders. on april 2, 2018, the vulnerable certificates of the non-updated id 
cards were revoked, requiring the card holder to apply for a new id card in case the cardholder wished 
to use the cryptographic functionality of the id card.1

in this research we study in depth some of the legal issues that emerged while solving the crisis. in 
particular, we study the research questions summarized below.

What Were the legal basis for certificate susPension and 
reVocation?
the electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions act2 (hereinafter – eitseta) 
gives the trust service provider the right to suspend and revoke the validity of certificates either based 
on its own initiative or based on a request by an authorized party. the identity documents act3 (here-
inafter – ida) on its turn gives the document issuer the right to revoke the validity of the certificates 
based on provisions of ida. We study the legal basis for certificate suspension on november 3, 2017 
and revocation on april 2, 2018.

What Were the legal basis for reMote certificate reneWal?
according to the certification Practice statement4 of trust service provider the renewal request must 
be authenticated based on a valid authentication certificate of the document that needs to be renewed. 
the remote renewal of the certificates was available also after the certificates of vulnerable id cards 
were suspended on november 3, 2017. We investigate the legal reasoning behind the decision to allow 
remote renewal of the suspended certificates.

Were the cardholders notified?
the eitseta and the contract between trust service provider and cardholder sets an obligation for the 
trust service provider to inform the owner of the certificate promptly about suspension, termination of 
suspension and revocation of certificate. similarly the ida requires the document issuer to inform the 
owner of the revocation of the certificate. We investigate whether the trust service provider and the 
document issuer fulfilled the duty and notified the cardholders of the affected id cards.

* Please note that this abstract has not gone through the double-blind peer review
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What Were the legal basis for Public certificate directory 
closure?
on september 5, 2017, with the order of director general of Pbgb, the public access to the directory 
service ldap://ldap.sk.ee, which hosts the certificates for identity documents, was disabled. the legal 
acts, however, do not foresee the closure of public directory service as a measure to mitigate a security 
risk. We seek to establish the legal basis for the closure of the directory service and ask whether or not 
by closing the directory service the trust service provider broke it’s obligation set in the trust services 
Practice statement5.

Who is liable for the security of the PriVate keys?
the private keys of the id cards are generated by the id card manufacturer. the cardholder, however, 
is the one who is liable for the actions performed with these keys (e.g., the digital signatures made). We 
seek to establish whether and to what extent the state and the trust service provider takes the liability 
for the security of the private keys delivered to the cardholders.

acknoWledgeMents:
this research has been supported by european regional development fund under the grant no eu48684.

Keywords: id card crises, estonia, law 

references
1 information system authority, roca Vulnerability and eid: lessons learned 

https://www.ria.ee/public/Pki/roca-Vulnerability-and-eid-lessons-learned.pdf
2 electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions act. – rt i, 25.10.2016, 1 

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/riigikogu/act/527102016001/consolide
3 identity documents act. – rt i, 21.04.2018, 5 

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/521062017003/consolide/current
4 sk id solutions as – esteid-sk certification Practice statement, Version 4.0 (01.04.2018) 

https://sk.ee/upload/files/sk-cPs-esteid-en-v4_0_20180401.pdf
5 sk trust services Practice statement, Version 4.0 (07.03.2018) 

https://sk.ee/upload/files/sk-Ps-en-v4_0_20180307.pdf

https://www.ria.ee/public/PKI/ROCA-Vulnerability-and-eID-Lessons-Learned.pdf
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/Riigikogu/act/527102016001/consolide
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/521062017003/consolide/current
https://sk.ee/upload/files/SK-CPS-ESTEID-EN-v4_0_20180401.pdf
https://sk.ee/upload/files/SK-PS-EN-v4_0_20180307.pdf
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e-identity and eidas: interPretation 
of concePts by different countries*

Valentyna Tsap 
Tallinn University of Technology 

valentyna.tsap@ttu.ee

Background and previous work: electronic identity is the prerequisite of today’s e-government. iden-
tity Management (idM) has recently been under close attention of stakeholders, especially in the light 
of the eidas regulation that had come into force. so far, every national idM system has been designed 
in accordance to its needs and strategy. this independence in the approach of managing identities has 
led to a eu-wide fragmentation of eids, both with respect to implementation and the understanding 
and interpretation of the concept itself1. it is now a huge challenge for each member state to fulfill 
the regulation’s requirements to assure trust, security and interoperability. as the deadline for member 
states to notify their national eid schemes is approaching, it creates an additional pressure due to vari-
ance in readiness. there are countries that have already notified their eid schemes while others are still 
far behind the track2. if we are to look into countries’ schemes’ details, we expect to discover a wide 
range of aspects as obstacles to compliance with the regulation, and, in general, strong idM system. 
We assume that a deeper understanding of those hindering factors and their comparison could help us 
to understand digital identity from the perspective of the countries that handle it. digital identity itself 
is based on trust, the core concept that eidas is built on. the need for this regulation in the first place 
affirms the change and importance of these two notions, however, the variety of practices that can 
be observed on the international level stands as an evidence of difference in perception of the notion. 
naturally, this difference can easily be reasoned in terms of practical necessities that a state has. but 
the question is what is behind the logic that leads to realizing these necessities.

as a part of our work, the concept of digital identity in the aspect of trust and awareness was discussed 
in previous papers. More precisely, a case of ukraine was presented by evaluating the level of citizens’ 
awareness towards e-id. the study has also revealed a significant level of distrust to government that 
in terms of analysis allowed us to confirm how important is this component when introducing e-identity 
solutions3.

another aspect related to the dissertation concerns handling potential security threats in idM of esto-
nia and is presented in the overview of an incident case study which will also be published in septem-
ber 2018 within 7th international conference on electronic government and the information systems 
Perspective. 

Objectives: our research aims at exploring countries’ national eid systems and their comparison in 
terms of eidas regulation and countries’ efforts to comply with it. the diversity of national eid systems 
holds an opportunity to identify: a) what are the obstacles that inhibit the process of compliance with 
eidas b) how digital identity is perceived in different countries and c) how strong and mature is it in 
those states?

Methods: We plan to conduct expert interviews with high-level government officials, executives, poli-
cymakers, specialist and other stakeholders that are involved in this field. We will also use other data 
collection techniques such as documentary evidence. 

* Please note that this abstract has not gone through the double-blind peer review
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since in the literature, there is a rather little knowledge on idM in a non-technical aspect, and also few 
definitions of the phenomenon of trust, the interviews, most probably, the interviews are going to be 
unstructured which will allow us to capture a wider range of data. 

Within our research, we will cover at least 5 to 7 countries which will be chosen based on the geographi-
cal location and technological development criteria. furthermore, there will be composed a compara-
tive analysis of gathered data.

expected results: We aim at making a contribution to a broader understanding of digital identity, in 
particular, how its concept is being changed in the light of ambitious efforts to build a large-scale envi-
ronment where common and mutual trust is reached. there is a potential to find new general as well as 
personalized solutions to enhance and improve these systems. our proposal is to approach the problem 
by trying to understand fundamental and seemingly obvious to everyone concepts more thoroughly. 

Next Steps: Within the research, this topic will be presented and further developed at a round table 
on 18th european conference on digital government in september 2018 in santiago de compostela, 
spain.

Keywords: e-identity, e-government, eidas

references
1. seltsikas, P. and o’keefe, r.M., 2010. expectations and outcomes in electronic identity 

management: the role of trust and public value. European Journal of Information Systems, 19(1), 
pp.93–103.

2. eidas implementation chart: up-to-date regulation in each country (6 apr, 2017). 
eu commission. retrieved May 2018 from  
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/content/eidas-implementation-chart-date-regulation-each-
country

3. tsap, V., Pappel, i. and draheim, d., 2017, november. key success factors in introducing national 
e-identification systems. in international conference on future data and security engineering  
(pp. 455–471). springer, cham. 

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/content/eidas-implementation-chart-date-regulation-each-country
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dual iP stack exfiltration –  
Methods and defences

Isaac Burgess, Raymond Yin, Dr. Matthew Sorell 
University of Adelaide 

isaac.burgess@student.adelaide.edu.au 
raymond.yin@student.adelaide.edu.au 

matthew.sorell@adelaide.edu.au

abstract: 
an industry dependence on iPv4 coupled with no enforcement of a transition has led to a late adoption 
of iPv6 standards, leaving many networks exposed to iPv6 based attacks. however, even the networks 
secure against iPv6 attacks, and iPv4 attacks respectively, are often still vulnerable to a ‘dual-stack’ at-
tack. a dual-stack attack utilises both iPv4 and iPv6 together to, in this case, exfiltrate data undetected 
by most network protective and network forensic analysis tools (nfats). this paper focuses primarily on 
the forensic detection of dual-stack data exfiltration, which leads on into the investigation of real-time 
traffic and packet analysis techniques for the detection and defence against such exploits.

1. introduction
1.1. scoPe:
this paper was written to give an overview of the proposed investigation into the detection of iPv4/iPv6 
dual-stack exfiltration attack. it will explore lempel-ziv-Welch algorithm, and production of a Personal 
device identifier, with the aim to identify and detect dual-stack exfiltration in collected network traffic.

1.2. ProbleM:
the dual-stack iP exfiltration attack is an exploit that allows covert data exfiltration over iP channels. the at-
tacker splits up the file to be exfiltrated and manipulates the iP headers of the packets such that the packets 
are sent over the network between alternating iPv4 and iPv6 sessions. the design of iPv6 and incompatibility 
with iPv4 means that, from a network perspective, data sent between a single client-server pair appear as 
communications between two entirely different pairs of host machines. thus, there is no immediate correla-
tion between any two sessions of iPv6 and iPv4 traffic, allowing the attack to transpire covertly.

1.3. objectiVe:
the objective of this paper is to investigate three key questions concerning the detection of the attack:

•	 how effective is the lempel-ziv-Welch algorithm at detecting dual-stack exfiltration in captured 
network traffic?

•	 is it possible to detect a personal device identifying mark (Pdid) within captured network traffic to 
resolve the iPv4 and iPv6 addresses of the host for the purpose of session unification and dual-stack 
exfiltration detection?

1.4. related literature:
at the time of writing, there are only two directly relevant papers found on dual stack iP exfiltration. the 
first is an unpublished thesis exclusive to the university of adelaide and collaborators, and the second 
is bernhards blumbergs et al’s Hedgehog in the Fog paper.
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the first paper is a thesis by previous honours students at the university of adelaide. it demonstrates 
the original dual stack attack which forms the basis of this research. [1] it shows that the attack easily 
bypasses firewalls and many commercial nfats. an attempt was made to detect the attack using an 
unconventional pattern matching algorithm to analyse packet payloads, using a lzW dictionary imple-
mentation, which yielded limited success.

the second paper by blumbergs expands upon the original premise by implementing many types of at-
tacks across iPv4 and iPv6 transition systems, including dual stack, and aimed to test the effectiveness 
of common nids and nfats against these attacks. for dual stack attacks, very few defence teams 
were able to make effective use of common tools to detect malicious activity with any certainty. [2]

in this paper we propose a reprisal of the dictionary comparison, and alongside it, an investigation of a 
possible new tool to detect the exfiltration attack in real time. 

2. Methods
2.1. dictionary iMPleMentation
the first task of the project is to follow up on the work from the previous honours project study. the 
first step is to recreate the original attack. to achieve this, a system of three virtual machines acting as 
a client, server, and an intermediate router and dns service provider, was setup to simulate a typical 
internet connection. a packet sniffer is placed in the middle of this setup to monitor network activity 
(See Figure 1). the attack itself is implemented in a python script for all the inbuilt networking modules.

the second part of follow up is to implement a lzW dictionary. the lempel-ziv-Welch algorithm is a com-
pression algorithm which creates unique look-up tables (dictionaries) based on the original uncompressed 
data. the experiment carried out previously created dictionaries for each received packet and compared 
their respective dictionaries against all incoming packets of the opposite protocol. the hypothesis is that 
two sets of packets, one from an iPv4 stream, and one from the iPv6 that are exfiltrating the same file will 
have a high correlation between their respective lzW dictionaries. this study seeks to confirm and expand 
upon the findings of the previous paper. in particular, as the original implementation was designed only as a 
proof of concept, the work undertaken here seeks to improve the efficiency and scalability of the application.

figure 1. exfiltration environment

2.2. Personal deVice identification
the third and fourth part of the investigation is the analysis of network traffic from simulated attacks 
to look for identifying marks contained within the packet headers, domain name server (dns) re-
quests, dynamic host configuration Protocol (dhcP) handshakes, neighbourhood discovery messages, 
or any other configuration/messages captured during the network’s operation.

the aim is to use these marks to build up a device profile, and eventually tie that to a unique Personal 
device identification (Pdid) which can identify the host regardless of which iP version is used for trans-
mission. by linking the iPv4 and iPv6 sessions between the two hosts, a more complete session can 
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be produced for nfats to process. this may eliminate the advantages of fragmenting exfiltration over 
multiple iP sessions.

2.2.1. identifying the local host

through the capture of dhcP messages, a network forensic tool will be able to collect the network 
layer and data/link layer headers from each transmitted packet. contained within the data/link 
layer (layer 2) header is the Media access control (Mac) address of the; host within the network, and 
the dhcP server. 

the network layer (layer 3) contains the header for either iPv4, or iPv6. this header contains the 
source and destination iP addresses. the local Mac and iP addresses are added to the device profile. 
should a Mac address be spoofed or changed, the network hardware will either request a new iP ad-
dress, or send a request for a renewal of the current iP. if this occurs, the information in the device 
profile will be updated.

2.2.2. identifying the reMote host

testing is still underway to link the iPv4 and iPv6 addresses of a remote host. as layer 2 is stripped and 
replaced when entering/leaving a network, the analysis tool is not privy to the Mac of the remote host. 
investigations into the use of dns information, and layer 3 headers is currently underway.

3. conclusion/results
at the time of writing, some results and outcomes are pending.

the initial results of the lzW dictionary detection method should match the data gathered from the 
previous honours study into its use as a detection tool. the algorithm has been altered in order to 
achieve faster performance, however, it is appearing more likely that the fundamental approach of 
packet by packet comparison will hamper further scalability of the tool. alternative approaches are be-
ing investigated.

the search for Pdid is in progress and has already yielded promising results on the local host, with no 
affirmative results pertaining to the remote host. until further research is done, matching the iPv4 to 
the iPv6 stream automatically remains unsolved.

Keywords: internet Protocol, dual-stack, exfiltration

references
b. cosh, M. sclauzero , P. coscia, and c. Panuccio, “dual stack iP file exfiltration”, honours Project, 
univ. of adelaide, sa, australia, 2016.
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and detecting iv6 transition Mechanism-based information exfiltration covert channels”,  
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tiMe lock Puzzles  
for distributed systeMs

Andrei Perapiolkin 
Tallinn University of Technology 
andrei.perapiolkin@mailbox.org

by time puzzle i presume such an obstacle for computing system Ssem of any level of complexity that 
makes Ssem to change its state from x to b in a specified time Ttransition. genesis of this problem lies in 
a principle of work of computing systems. the time that is required for modern (semiconductor based 
Ssem) system to move from one state to another is bounded by the amount of transactions that Ssem 
should do, which in its turn depends on the frequency of clock signal of Ssem, the complexity of transac-
tions and internal architecture of Ssem. that leads to a situation when some systems can do transitions 
faster than the other. for instance the problem of sorting array of106 integers could take different time 
for asic, gPu, and x86 type processors. 

this leads to a problem of whether it is possible to create such an obstacle that will cause any comput-
ing system despite its internal architecture (asic, gPu, cPu) to spend ttransition to change its state 
from state Ss1 to state Ss2. in order to make this construction usable for a distributed system such a 
time puzzle should not be memory heavy and should be easily verifiable with time required O(log(t)). it 
can be presumed that verification can be paralleled and distributed among nodes of the system. also, 
generation and verification of a puzzle should be done by one or multiple nodes. by design of a puz-
zle problem: puzzle generator or generators can’t intentionally create problem that would be harder or 
easier to solve for specific node by knowing any information about puzzle generation process.

this kind of solution can find its application in public distributed systems. these systems face a prob-
lem of data verification and consensus. decentralized registers like modern blockchain solutions are 
an example. these systems have to be resistant to attacks of malicious parties by design. When some 
of participants can benefit from propagating false information. Which is close to a ”bezantine general 
Problem” [Mas82]. With distinction that in a world of decentralized systems it is fairly easy to spawn 
additional entities because of a lack of centralized authority which could verify the identity of each 
new peer. such entities could mimic legitimate users and manipulate decision making like in the case 
of ”sybil attack” [dou03]. one of the possible responses to this challenge is to make peers in a system 
solve the puzzles such that it would be comparably easy to solve for the honest party and would create 
an obstacle for a malicious one.

but that rises a problem of available resources and timing. in particular, an adversary can mimic multi-
ple honest nodes if there is no time boundary by solving multiple puzzles sequential. or can ”overpower” 
the honest nodes by utilizing additional computational resources.

according to r. douceur [dou03] computational puzzles can be utilized in a distributed system if:

1. all entities operate under nearly identical resource constraints.
2. all presented identities are validated simultaneously by all entities, coordinated across the system.
3. When accepting identities that are not directly validated, the required number of vouchers exceeds 

the number of system-wide failures.
because it is hard for a real world system to meet all of 3 points mentioned above, existing systems 
bypass constraints by mixing computational puzzles [nak09] that get available to all entities simultane-
ously and the concept of economical effectiveness [jf13].
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the idea behind the puzzle in a ”nakamoto consensus” [nak09] is the creation of a computational 
obstacle in front of an adversary that would change it’s hardness depending on the number of active 
participants in a network. the growth of legitimate participants and the resulting growth of ”value” of 
a working system’s increase resistance of a system. so that resources that is recurred to affect nor-
mal operation of a system would be proportional to the amount of resources in possession of honest 
peers. the example of such attack is a ”51% attack” that requires attacker simultaneously utilize same 
amount of computational resources as all legitimate nodes running on a network. and gives him the 
possibility to cancel specific transactions by making an alternative version of a blockchain starting from 
a block where a targeted transaction is expected to be.

disadvantage of such method is the massive resource consumption. Particularly for [nak09] ”Proof of 
Work” only one node produce block and computations of the others get wasted. While there are other 
approaches to solve this problem like ”Proof of stake” that is based on economic motivation.

this work would focus on finding an alternative approach to ”Proof of Work” that:

1. Prevents ”sybil attack”
2. is based on computational hardness
3. Will not require significant computation power from honest nodes
4. Will not give any benefit to adversary possessing significant computational power and will be based 

mainly on computational protection rather then economic benefits.
in my research i have studied several approaches for targeting time puzzle problems like:

1.  founding proposal based on hardness of powering [rsW96]. disadvantage of such a method is that 
in order to generate a puzzle, the generator should provide computation that would be equal to 
switching from Ss1 into Ss2 and would take time Ttransition.

2.  based on computing inherently sequential hash functions according to the topology of the depth 
robust graph [sal13]. this method is much less demanding on generator resources. but in order to 
prove correctness, the solver has to prove that he achieved Ss2 with actual data. nevertheless the 
author’s propose a probabilistic approach to verification that would require significant data transfer.

3.  based on a concept of randomized encoding(succinct randomized encoding [bre15]) of a function 
f→ f’ such that same input f(x) gives the the same output as f’(x), but an observer can’t distinguish 
between f(x) and f’(x). this approach provides preprocessing techniques for fast puzzle generation, 
but require trust for generator.

Keywords: time lock Puzzles, distributed systems, bezantine general, Proof of Work
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introduction
blockchain technology utilises cryptography to verify transactions, with the public ledger consisting of 
cryptographically linked blocks [1]. each block represents a transaction and collectively these blocks 
form a blockchain, i.e an untamperable record of transactions.

this technology removes the need for a trusted third party to act as an intermediary and ensures that 
only valid transactions are upheld via public consensus [1]. ethereum extends the functionality of the 
blockchain beyond cryptocurrencies. this is via smart contracts and decentralised applications with 
smart contracts being an unalterable agreement that autonomously executes when a particular set of 
conditions have been fulfilled [2].

despite the power of the blockchain and smart contracts, the present form of these technologies lacks 
transactional privacy [3]. transactions propagate across the network, publicly displaying the address of 
the recipient and sender, the transaction amount and the smart contract data. this is not a feasible solu-
tion for private transactions on the ethereum network, as confidential data can be exploited. 

recently there has been accelerated research into privatisation technologies which aim to enable confi-
dentiality for ethereum applications [13]. through expanding on this research we hope to explore privatised 
blockchain technology and further the understanding of how this can be used in real-world applications.

research Questions and MotiVation
using the initial literature based research and findings, we are evaluating privatisation technologies 
and techniques for the use in ethereum based decentralised applications. this results in three key re-
search questions:

1. What are the possible implementation(s) of privatisation technologies and techniques for ethereum 
based applications?

2. What is the feasibility of each implementation and technique?
3. What are the possible use cases for privatisation technologies and techniques for real world ap-

plications?
the underlying problem is that up-to-date and accurate information is sparse, inconsistent or does not 
exist. this makes it difficult for an individual, team or company to understand privatisation technologies 
or even consider the potential use of this technology in real world blockchain applications. this project 
aims to solve this issue via the production of a comprehensive piece of literature.

Methodology
in addition to the independent literature research, experimentation and information collation, an impor-
tant research avenue is collaboration with the adelaide blockchain startup, t-Provenance. 
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t-Provenance utilises ethereum blockchain technology to track the quality of supply chain products, 
with the starting project being with mangoes. by working with t-Provenance, the grasping of ethereum 
development skills will be accelerated, especially in regards to learning the native programming lan-
guages of solidity (for ethereum applications) and javascript (for web applications).

PreliMinary outcoMe
the key objective of this research project is to produce a piece of literature that accurately details the 
following aspects of privatisation technologies within ethereum applications.

1. an explanation of the underlying privatisation technologies and how they function and compare.
2. the feasibility and limitations of privatisation technologies on ethereum and other blockchains.
3. how these privatisation technologies can be used in real world applications.
4. specific examples of its potential use in industry.
5. demonstrate the potential implementation of privatisation technologies and how blockchain can be 

utilised in real-world applications. 

key literature research
the zcash cryptocurrency, a hard fork of bitcoin which introduces a variant of “zero knowledge proofs” 
called zk-snarks, masks the address of both parties and the transaction amount but still upholds the 
security of the blockchain [4]. by definition, a zero knowledge proof is a method by which one party (the 
contract user alice) can prove to another party (the observer bob) that she knows a value ‘x’, without 
conveying any information apart from the fact that she knows the value ‘x’ [7]. this definition follows 
closely to the following implementations.

the ethereum and zcash teams are currently developing an implementation of zero knowledge proofs 
that utilises both zcash and ethereum. this is known as zcash on ethereum [8] but this implementa-
tion is not publicly available as of writing. jacob eberhardt instead suggests a direct integration of zero 
knowledge proofs into ethereum, which can be enabled via an ethereum based toolkit called zokrates 
that is publicly available [5]. this toolkit helps developers to implement zero knowledge proofs into 
ethereum decentralised applications [6], which can then be verified on chain. 

results and exPected outcoMes
using the zokrates toolkit we have verified a zero knowledge proof on the ethereum test network, 
which publicly proves that correct values have been submitted to a smart contract without those values 
being publicly known.

the zokrates setup starts with a program that takes a public (x) and two private inputs (s1 and s2) 
which will output true if the inputs sum to 15. in this implementation, the program is as follows:

def main (x, private s1, private s2):
 s1 + s2 + x == 1
return 1 

this was then compiled into an ethereum smart contract that is deployed to the ethereum blockchain, 
where users can submit proofs by sending a transaction to this contract. a public value (x = 5) and 
two private values (s1 = 4 and s2 = 6) satisfy the program by submitting these values to the zokrates 
toolkit, which generates a proof that can be verified on chain.

figure 1. Proof is verified on the ethereum blockchain
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by submitting this proof to the deployed contract via a transaction, the ethereum blockchain can verify 
if this proof is correct. in this case because the input values sum to 15, the “transaction successfully 
verified.” message appears in the event logs (figure 1). this publicly proves to observers that the trans-
action to this smart contract contains values that are correct, without the observers actually knowing 
the values. 

Whilst this proof of concept is valid, there are various problems associated with zero knowledge proofs 
and ethereum that threaten privatisation technologies and therefore the usability of the intended out-
come. of main concern is the problem with zk-snarks where a “trusted setup” is needed [9], which in-
cludes the creation of an “observer” key that be used to create fake proofs and thus completely exploit 
the system [10]. furthermore, the price of ethereum’s gas (due to the price of ether) is rapidly reaching 
a point where the smart contract aspect of ethereum may become too expensive [11], in conjunction 
with ethereum’s scaling problems [12]. nevertheless, the potential of zero knowledge proofs, especially 
in the application of hiding transaction addresses and autonomous verification is an ever expanding 
space that this research team continues to explore. 

Keywords: blockchain, zero knowledge Proof, Private transactions
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digitization of our daily ways of lives, including of the services delivered by the public sector has been a 
global game-changer. effectively a part and parcel of digitalization, also cyber security has established 
itself as a feature of life sine qua non. the World economic forum’s (Wef) global risks report 2018 
featured cybersecurity risks as second only to environmental risks and noted inter alia that a „growing 
trend is the use of cyberattacks to target critical infrastructure and strategic industrial sectors, rais-
ing fears that, in a worst-case scenario, attackers could trigger a breakdown in the systems that keep 
societies functioning.“ 

cyber security considerations have played both an encouraging as well as discouraging role, lead-
ing some nations to a more open and proactive stance towards digitization, online provision of their 
public services, open access to internet etc. others, on the other hand, have opted for a strict control 
of internet on their territories which paradoxically would mean limited benefits for their citizens and 
societies, but supposedly better defence against cyber threats spreading by way of the internet. either 
way, it can be considered inevitable that active tackling of cyber threats (from detecting to thwarting 
and response) will need to become a part and parcel of government functions. because pursuing one’s 
national interests in cyberspace might well clash with interests of the others, one will need to ask about 
the role of the military in safeguarding the nation in cyberspace. Will cyber commands become a thea-
tre of conflict or actually a solution to the growing problem?

from the european and trans-atlantic national security point of view, the trend of increasing national 
security concerns also in cyberspace can be identified on three levels, the international, the national and 
the subnational (defence sector) levels. 

the research question of this article is to analyse how the increasing practice of establishing military 
cyber commands helps nations to cope with the different concerns and levels (see the structure and 
discussion below) and whether there appear any useful structural and functional models and approach-
es that can be applied globally by countries developing theirs; as well as identify in particular which if 
any pitfalls could a military solution to a universal problem entail. 

the article aims to become part of the author‘s Phd thesis at the tallinn university of technology as 
research methods, the author intends to rely on conducting interviews with experts from government 
institutions from selected, cyber-savvy countries (some of which have already taken place). Prior to this 
article, the author has also conducted detailed research in particular on the developments in the eu 
and nato that he has presented on in a number of conferences in the last years (including a couple of 
ieee publications).

context of the research
the international level

a) european union – while the eu still holds true to its original function of being an economic 
union of sovereign member states, defence and cyber security issues have gradually gained 
ground in its deliberations. a landmark example of the proliferation of these topics has been 
the recent estonian Presidency of the council of eu which was rich in deliverables in those two 
areas. in 2018 the eu network and information security (nis) directive will be transposed into 
Member states’s legislation with the aim of enhancing cyber resilience union-wide. 
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b) nato – compared to the eu, nato is a senior figure in cyber defence issues having reached 
its first summit-level decisions for cyber already in 2002. in 2014 nato declared cyber defence 
to be part of its collective defence framework and in 2016 it went on to declare cyberspace a 
domain of operations. compared to eu, nato has been less willing to impose any cyber secu-
rity requirements on its member states, bar the cyber Pledge of 2016.

c) cyberspace as such has become a source of threats to national security. cross-border and 
cross-domain by nature, it lacks physical borders and the credible imposing of legal borders 
is subject to a technically complex attribution process. it also remains a challenge to identify 
cybercrime from e.g. a cyber-warfare campaign. yet, all those issues provide ample challenges 
and work for all the defence and security establishments.

the national level

a) embracing digitization and ict can today be considered a vital economic interest of any state. 
according to a Wef’s global information technology report 2013, already then according to 
the study by booz & company for the report, a 10% increase in a country’s digitization rate 
could have gained +0.75% of gdP per capita and -1.02% in unemployment. as digitization con-
tributes significantly to a nation’s gdP, there are tangible economic benefits to a) investing into 
them and b) safeguarding them.

b) reliance on digital platforms such as e-government can be a matter of a critical rational choice 
for e.g. smaller nations, to save on human resources – heavy bureaucracy. as an example, esto-
nia is believed to save one week of working time per every citizen per year, by having made it 
mandatory to all to have a government-issued id card and thus enabled the transformation to 
digitally signed documents nation-wide, as a result.

c) embracing digitalization and ict has also lead to cyber defence becoming a required state 
function. on one hand, the eu’s nis directive will make it mandatory for eu member states 
to have dedicated structures (computer emergency response teams). on the other, states are 
necessitated to provide education and training to its societies to enable the introduction of ict 
products and services, inter alia to save national resources on government provided services. 

the subnational leVel 
for the Western militaries, not dealing with cyber security has not been an option for more than a 
decade already. in today’s wars, with the exception of a few hand-held weapons (the conventional rifle), 
almost all of weaponry is to some degree digital, from night-vision devices on rifles to ballistic missiles. 
in addition to conventional forces, also cyber operations as a stand-alone function are a reality. from a 
generic perspective, dealing with cyber issues is critical for the defence sector at least (but not limited 
to) in the following areas: 

•	 Weapon systems
•	 structures and processes
•	 operations
•	 exercise scenarios 
•	 Planning assumptions 

Keywords: cyber defence, cyber security, cyber command
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this abstract based on author’s master thesis will represent the topic of international normative frame-
work of cyber espionage, meaning existing legal gaps in current international law regarding cyber es-
pionage regulation. the active development and expansion of cyberspace leads to the emergence of 
different cyber threats both on national and international levels. the huge and global ones are cyber 
attacks which occur between states and, therefore, require special attention from the international 
legal norms. 

hacking incidents that are prominently discussed nowadays in the media and that can be easily con-
ducted by teenagers are creating an assumption that better organized entities such as states would be 
even better equipped to do so, to steal the most sensitive data which is usually the worst-case scenario 
for governments. (cavelty, 2013) espionage is a method of gathering intelligence (buchan, 2016) and 
unlike traditional spying, cyber espionage can be (and is) done from across the globe and without any 
need for physical exposure to risk by the perpetrator. (Mcgavran)

the national security strategy, propagating the idea of a nation’s threat, promotes the confrontational 
form “we are against them”, which forms a perception of the threat and may not facilitate the imple-
mentation of mechanisms of cooperation with several other states. (guitton, 2013) While some coun-
tries define these intrusions or unauthorized access to data or an automated information system as 
an “attack” most of the observed activity today is not qualified as an “attack” under international law. 
(Melissa e. hathaway) there is no specific international treaty that regulates cyber espionage. (schaap, 
2009) there is also no specific international treaty that regulates espionage in its traditional form and 
which could be adapted to regulate cyber espionage. (Marco benatar)

so, basically, it leads us to the problem how actually cyber espionage can be regulated by international 
legal provisions and when there is lack of these norms what actions should be conducted instead. the 
aim or research is to consider the applying of existing international legal norms to the cyber espionage 
and identify gaps in international regulation with possible ways of their filling. 

therefore, the author came to the main research questions:

1. how do existing international legal norms apply/regulate (to) cyber espionage? 
2. do the existing legal gaps in cyber espionage regulation lead to the new regulation? 

the research involved descriptive, comparative and analytical methods to describe the current position 
of international law provisions in regulation of cyber space and cyber-espionage in details.

the purpose of espionage is to obtain confidential information for various purposes and from a legal 
point of view espionage is usually punishable under national law and is legal act under international 
law. (Marco benatar) the fact that certain states have entered into arrangements with other states to 
limit such spying is additional evidence that international law either permits or does not prohibit spy-
ing. if international law prohibited such espionage, these agreements would be unnecessary. at the very 
least, the existence of these arrangements proves that international law is unclear about whether it 
regulates espionage and states seek to secure themselves from unauthorized intrusion. (deeks, 2015) it 
is possible that a state’s confidential information may be intercepted as it is being transmitted through 
cyber infrastructure located on the territory of another state. in addition, since the emergence of cloud 
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computing (and indeed its now widespread use), many states may even store confidential information 
in a central server that is located in the territory of another state. in such situations, although a state 
may assert ownership over the information that has been intercepted, there is no territorial basis on 
which it can claim a violation of its territorial sovereignty. here is that the principle of non-intervention 
becomes important. the non-intervention principle therefore represents international law’s attempt 
to protect a state’s sovereign right to determine its internal and external affairs free from external 
intervention. (buchan, 2016) in order to establish an unlawful intervention it must then be determined 
that the intervention is coercive in nature. in this sense, the dividing line between permissible influence 
and impermissible intervention in sovereign affairs is whether the act in question compels the state to 
act, or to abstain from acting, in a manner that it would not have voluntarily chosen. (buchan, 2016) 
customary international law, in order to qualify cyber espionage as state practice it must be conducted 
publically and openly and state practice committed in secret is irrelevant to the formation of customary 
international law. (buchan, 2016) along with the principles, the international law governing conflict con-
sists of two distinct bodies of law: the jus ad bellum and the jus in bello. jus ad bellum norms regulate 
when states, as an instrument of their national policy, may resort to force. the jus in bello, by contrast, 
is concerned with how the military and other armed actors can use force, including who and what can 
be targeted. (schmitt, 2012)

by providing an overview of the current state of affairs, the author came to the expected conclusions. 
cyber espionage is an offensive action. (schneier, 2014) cyber espionages are always hidden behind 
the internet and almost never exposed. (yezhen, 2010) the emergence of general agreement on tra-
ditional espionage is not likely to occur, and there seems to be no reason to expect that consensus is 
more likely to emerge in the cyber context. but the defensive actions are not prohibited due to the fact 
that responsible actor remains unknown. there is no requirement in international law that an actor 
must be known before defensive action can be taken and it is more likely that the responsibility for the 
attack would be imputed to the nation-state to whose territory the attack was traced.

almost all states have enacted domestic laws that both restrict access to classified information as 
well as criminalize the act of an unauthorized taking of such information in order to deny intelligence 
gathering within their territories. here it is presented the criminal law approach with regard to cyber 
espionage as to the criminal act. in these sphere one can recognized the only one international legal 
document developed to address issues related to cyberspace is the cybercrime convention and it could 
be helpful in establishing of a framework for a new methodology of analyzing cyberspace attacks.

upon the sovereign equality of states, it is appropriate in the nature of an intrusive trans-boundary 
activity such as cyber espionage that this type of conduct can run into conflict with general principles 
of international law. therefore, the cyber espionage might be unlawful under principles of international 
law, such as the principle of state sovereignty or the principle of non-intervention. national laws, which 
continue their development, but provide at least basic substantive and procedural rules about internal 
and transnational surveillance, will influence the way in which those international norms develop. it has 
been argued that cyber espionage violates the principle of non-intervention where it has a more than 
insignificant impact on the authority structures of a state. the utility of the non-intervention principle 
is particularly apparent in relation to information that belongs to a state but is located on cyber in-
frastructure in the territory of another state. finally, it has been argued that customary international 
law develops on the basis of transparent, publically observable state conduct that is committed in the 
belief that it is permissible under international law and it has been concluded that there is no customary 
“espionage exception” to the principles of territorial sovereignty and non-intervention. (buchan, 2016) 

as a result of conducted research by the author, it is apparently that cyber espionage is not the minor 
criminal act or rare used practice that could be left in a shade of international law principles and cy-
bercrime convention. existing gaps leave the room for consideration of new international regulation 
requirement, but for now the international regulation process can be started with clear notion in cur-
rent legal norms which either prohibit or allow cyber espionage. this will also helpful in state practice 
developing and means to address such threat by state actors.

Keywords: cyber espionage, international law, norms
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ProbleM descriPtion 
the use of social media worldwide, such as facebook and twitter, has been rising steadily. approx-
imately 68% of us citizens are currently on facebook, which is the largest social media platform 
nowadays [9] [3]. since content on these social media sites is created faster than any single user can 
consume, it is only understandable that each website uses some sort of algorithm to filter and/or order 
content. by manipulating those algorithms, users of social networks can be emotionally influenced [4]. 
eventually, advertisers, trolls and political actors could use this to influence the behavior of online users.

in current social network, the visibility of content can be influenced by paying to the organization behind 
the community or by using click or botfarms to simulate user approval. current methods of avoiding 
vote manipulation include the use of caPtchas, statistical analysis and identity verification. [7][1]

social media users have to trust that the organization behind the network is not manipulating them and 
that they take measures to prevent manipulation by third parties. current developments have shown 
that this trust by its users is unwarranted. [5][10]

descriPtion of the ProPosed systeM
this paper describes a blockchain based content voting system that will increase the resistance of an 
online community to external manipulation by introducing a virtual cost system to each vote and by 
making the process of opinion forming auditable. 

in the proposed system, the process of upvoting will cause a transaction of virtual tokens, called “voteto-
kens”, on a manipulation resistant blockchain, similar to the popular virtual currency bitcoin [6]. since 
every transaction within the blockchain is public, any type of manipulation by the organization behind 
the community will be visible. the vote tokens will initially be dispersed in the community and no new 
tokens can be created afterwards. the tokens have no value outside of the voting process and cannot 
be exchanged for any currency.

users that create popular posts will receive upvotes on their posts, meaning that these vote tokens will 
be transferred to his account. they can then use those tokens to upvote another users’ content.

the tokens need to be initially given to trusted users to start the system. the following initial distribu-
tion schemes will be analyzed:

•	 authentication based: one natural person one-vote budget
•	 Qualification based: Proof of qualification grants a voting budget.
•	 history based: Performance in previous opinion forming system grants initial budget.
•	 benevolent dictator based: trusted member of the community distributes tokens to the best of the 

community.
•	 Purchase based: additional votes can be bought by using money.
•	 all those methods have different advantages and disadvantages and offer a different gradation of 

resistance to manipulative actions.
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hyPothesis
the described content voting system will have the following properties:

•	 botfarms can’t influence the voting process since the scoring depends on the quality of the upvoting 
users, not on the quantity of users upvoting.

•	 the organization behind the social media site can’t influence the scoring since the score is formed 
with public information from the blockchain.

•	 certain content in the community should push a significant part of the user base must be controlled.
•	 by giving voting power only to users that created content upvoted by other users, the community’s 

values are less likely to change.

testing Methodology
an online community will be simulated to test different initial token distribution and token dispersal 
schemes. the simulation will contain high-quality users, random users and malicious users, creating 
content and upvoting another users content.

a Proof of concept of the blockchain based voting system based on open source blockchain systems 
will be implemented to demonstrate the technical feasibility of such a system.

exPected challenges
the system is strongly dependent on how the tokens are distributed for voting and how much is spent 
for each vote. thus, choosing an ideal initial distribution system will be challenging.

the simulation of an online community will quickly increase in complexity as more components of hu-
man social behavior will be taken into account and might still not be able to predict the outcome of the 
implementation of a quality-based voting system in a real environment.

the selection of the right technology for the Poc will be hard and could reveal scaling problems for the 
real application of this system.

related Work
•	 Viola ai a blockchain based dating service that uses the blockchain to differentiate between real love 

seekers and scammers. [2]
•	 steemit a blockchain based social network that requires cryptocurrency payment for posting and 

commenting. [8]
•	 yours.org a social network that scores content by the amount of micropayments to the content 

creator. [13]
•	 weco.io a social media platform similar to reddit that allows to see where score was earned. [12]
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academic literature provides a considerable amount of approaches solving different information and 
information system security investment problems by using various methods. the factors and condi-
tions that are prevalent in the approaches and the investment problems that are solved indicate that 
the models are targeted to large organizations. only one percent of the enterprises in estonia as well 
as in europe are large and medium-sized, the rest are micro and small businesses. the share and the 
economic importance of small enterprises is considerable and the information system security issues 
of small businesses should not be overlooked. according to ponemon Institute (2017) 61% of small and 
medium-sized businesses have experienced cyber attack in the past 12 months and lost an average of 
more than two million dollars due to the incidents. the author of the research defined the information 
and information system security investment problem for small enterprises and proposed a risk portfolio 
investment valuation model that the small businesses could apply to make efficient investment deci-
sions concerning information security.

an extensive search of information security investment approaches in academic literature was con-
ducted. the selected approaches needed to consider the information security investment decision-
making for the enterprise as a whole. the models that considered the soundness of the investment to 
a specific countermeasure were not included. the suitable 34 approaches were analysed respect to the 
following aspects: whether the approach was rather theoretical or could be used in practice based on 
the assumptions given and the methods used; whether the approach solved the investment problem for 
small enterprises and could it be implemented in practice by small businesses.

the author grouped the approaches according to the investment problem that the approaches solved. 
six categories of problems were identified:

1.  What is the optimal budget and the general allocation of the budget for information security?
2.  Where to invest using the fixed information security budget?
3.  Where to invest when certain level of security is needed?
4.  how to apply enterprise management system as the basis of information security investment decisions?
5.  When to invest in information security? What is the right timing?
6.  Where to invest when the cost-benefit aspect is important?

the first four investments problems are not present in small enterprises. the issue of optimal security 
budget and general allocation of the budget is relevant in large organizations to administrate the fi-
nances and empower the investment decision making along different organizational managerial levels. 
small enterprises have only one budget – the enterprise budget – and every investment is planned 
within that limited budget. every single information security investment is competing for the resources 
with all the other investments and expenses that the firm has. the small firm does not need do define 
an overall share of security investments within the existent budget and afterwards maximize the se-
curity within that constraint. therefore they also do not need to solve the second problem which is to 
maximize the security with respect to the fixed security budget.

large organizations have often implemented risk management frameworks or follow certain security 
guidelines, defining the security levels for the organization. those frameworks and guidelines dictate 
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the security goals for the firm. investment decisions are made to meet those goals. small firms do not 
generally follow risk management frameworks, they do not have defined security levels which would 
guide them in their security investment decisions. therefore the information security investment ap-
proaches that solve the investment problem of achieving certain level of security are not needed in 
small organizations. it is also unlikely that small firms have implemented an enterprise management 
system for instance balanced scorecard that would be used as a basis for making information security 
investment decisions. 

the fifth investment problem concerning the right timing of the information security investments would 
be interesting for small firms but it is unlikely that a vast majority of the small firms could afford the 
deferral of the investments as a strategic choice due to the lack of financial resources. in order to use 
agile investment strategy, the organization has to invest in monitoring systems and personnel to be 
able to respond to the attacks as fast as possible.

the sixth problem – the cost-benefit aspect – is relevant for the small enterprises. as the approaches 
under that category differ, it is relevant to understand what exactly is the investment problem that the 
small businesses solve?

the main issue concerning information security investments for the small businesses is to use their 
scarce financial resources as effectively as possible. their investment problem is to minimize the costs 
to information and information system security subject to the accepted risk tolerance level measured 
in monetary terms. the accepted risk tolerance level shows the level of the risks that the firm is willing 
to take and should be able to bear when the risks occur.

hence the cost-benefit ratio calculation – return on security investment (rosi) approach proposed 
by sonnenreich et al. (2006) and suggested also by enisa (2012) could partly solve the investment 
problem for small businesses but only if there is a single risk present or if every risk has its own unique 
countermeasure alternatives. When multiple risks are present and the alternative security measures 
can mitigate different risks then calculating the rosi for each risk separately may lead to inconsistent 
and ineffective investment decisions.

in order to avoid inefficiency and inconsistency the author suggests to aggregate the multiple risks to 
a risk portfolio and calculate the return on risk Portfolio investment (rorPi) instead. a risk treatment 
alternative should treat every single risk in the risk portfolio. an alternative may contain a single control 
if that control reduces the risk level of every risk in the portfolio or it may contain multiple controls.

   rorPi
k= 

∀ k={1,2,3,…l}

“k” is referring to specific risk treatment alternative, ale total is the annual loss expectancy of risks in 
a risk portfolio, male total is the annual loss expectancy of risks in a risk portfolio when a risk treat-
ment alternative would be/ is implemented and the cost of treatment is the sum of all the relevant 
costs to implement and operate the controls that are present in that particular mitigation alternative 
(k).

the risk treatment alternative that creates the highest return on risk portfolio investment should be 
selected satisfying the accepted risk tolerance level conditions. if the conditions are not satisfied then 
the next best alternative should be selected until the conditions are satisfied subject to rorPi > 1.
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spectre [1] and Meltdown [2] are two different attacks discovered in august 2017 (published later in 
january 2018) which affect modern processors. they are based on the features of speculative execution 
and branch prediction which these processors use in order to speed up their performance. the first fea-
ture consists in executing instructions before the program is able to know if they should be executed or 
not. the second one tries to predict where a jMP instruction will end up before knowing the real value. 

both attacks cause information leaks via side channel, i.e., a mechanism which exploits the physical 
implementation of a computer to perform unexpected actions on other sources. one example is the 
rowhammer attack, which can modify the content of memory cells by changing the charge of the nearby 
ones [3]. another example is the Van Eck phreaking, an attack which can show the content of a crt or 
lcd screen just based on capturing electromagnetic emissions [4]. in the case of these two attacks, 
they use the cache of the processor as a side channel to leak data from the memory.

recently, researchers have realized there is a big amount of security vulnerabilities in hardware prod-
ucts and they have put the focus on them, e.g., attacks based on side channels [3, 5]. the main reasons 
are the lack of security audits and the security by obscurity (i.e. hiding source code and documentation) 
these hardware manufacturers provide.

due to the complexity of the attacks and the expected outcome of them, e.g., Meltdown has been 
already patched in several kernels, spectre should work on many processors and the impact would 
be bigger; spectre has been chosen for further research. at the moment there are several proofs-of-
concept (Poc) on these attacks [6, 7, 8, 9]. however, there is no proof about the capability of spectre 
to read kernel memory from user space. therefore, the goal of this paper is to evidence the theoretical 
hypothesis by developing a functional exploit for spectre, using its second variant. this exploit should 
be able to read kernel memory within a user process.

spectre was discovered in august 2017 by two different teams. the attack uses a side channel to leak 
information from the memory, in this case the processor’s cache. this is achieved by measuring the 
time needed to access a memory value through the cache. if the value is not in the cache (a miss), the 
processor will take some time to move this value from the memory to the cache. if the value is already 
in the cache (a hit) the time to access it will be significantly faster. thus, giving the possibility to read 
the whole memory.

spectre exploits the feature of out-of-order execution, used by modern processors. it allows the proc-
essor to execute instructions parallel and sometimes execute instructions before the preceding ones. 
When the processor arrives to a branch instruction while executing code out-of-order, it does not know 
which path to take or where to go, so it will run instructions unless the path is confirmed or abandoned. 
this is called speculative execution. When the path is abandoned, meaning that other path was taken, 
the results of the operations are discarded (not stored in the processor registers), but there are still 
some traces of these results that could be consulted by using side-channels, like the processor’s cache.

for making this branch choice, the processor needs branch prediction, a mechanism which tries to guess 
the correct branch by analyzing the previous jumps taken. spectre is based on attacking this last fea-
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ture, poisoning the prediction in order to force the processor to execute code speculatively and then use 
the side-channel to read the memory.

spectre has two possible variables. the first one attacks conditional branches, like the one caused by 
if. there are two different options – the branch could be taken or not. this variant tries to make the 
processor mispredict which path is going to be taken for executing the code that would normally not be 
executed. the second variable focuses on indirect branches, where there are more than two different 
paths. in this case it is possible to execute code speculatively without the existence of the conditional 
branches mentioned before. 

theoretically, it is possible to read all the information of the memory using spectre, even the kernel 
memory from user space. therefore, the goal of the paper is to research this concrete theoretical ap-
proach, proving it with a functional exploit, studying the exploitable scenarios and finding out counter-
measures. this leads to four research questions:

•	 is it possible to use spectre (the second variant) to read kernel space from a user process?
•	 Which scenarios are more feasible to be attacked by spectre and  

which could be the consequences of it?
•	 how is it possible to detect if someone is exploiting spectre in the wild?
•	 Which countermeasures could be taken to protect affected processors?

the methodology to answer these questions consists of five stages. firstly, a literature review would 
be done; the outcome will be a base environment which will be exploited, e.g., an ubuntu machine with 
a 64-bit intel processor. secondly, a single-process Poc of the exploit will be developed, similar as the 
several ones available on github. thirdly, the exploit will be extended to two different processes; one 
with the secret information and the other with the exploit. there is no Poc which has accomplished in 
this step. the fourth stage is the same as the third one, but the process with the secret information 
will be running on kernel level and the one with the exploit – on user level. lastly, with the final exploit 
developed, some analysis will be done in order to answer the last three questions.

Keywords: spectre, speculative execution, branch Prediction, side channel
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1. introduction
digital security in vehicles is an overlooked topic in cyber security, despite modern vehicles having 
surprisingly complex computer networks and digital systems controlling their operation. research and 
development into vehicle network security is nascent and recent high-profile car hacking is slowly be-
coming an interest of the general public. as such, there is motivation to build a system to test vehicle 
security in a controlled environment. Previous work in the field of vehicle digital security has shown 
instruction manipulation over the can bus is possible, enabling complete vehicle takeovers in some 
cases. however, testing complete vehicles put under digital attacks has often required that someone 
be in the vehicle, putting lives at risk. a portable vehicle test bench; a framework consisting of tools, 
techniques and documentation will be developed to more effectively test car digital security and speed 
up research development.

this project presents a solution for digital security research in vehicle technologies. the end goal of this 
project is to create a working vehicle testbed which will allow for demonstration of known and proof-of-
concept vehicle attacks with a discussion on the end user impact of the discovered vulnerabilities, also 
opening opportunities to test proposed defence solutions to manufacturers.

2. research Question
•	 how can a testbed and development framework facilitate simpler investigation of vehicular security 

and make attacks and new research on automotive security more accessible?
•	 how will a virtual and physical testbed environment help to improve security advancements?

3. abbreViations and definitions
•	 can = controller area network
•	 obd = on board diagnostics
•	 ids = intrusion detection system
•	 ecu = engine control unit

4. related Work and MotiVation
car security very much relies on limited knowledge of the broad public, just as personal computers were 
once “secure by obscurity”. With people becoming more familiar with cyber security in connected applica-
tions, solutions for emerging threats will need to be implemented in vehicles before lives are put at risk.
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Previous work such as [1] and [2] have used an entire vehicle as their testing environment and have 
used specific methods in order to execute their attack. article [1] explores can vulnerabilities via the 
obd-ii port, and [2] uses the cd player, bluetooth and cellular interfaces as attack vectors, by rewriting 
firmware. other well known attacks, including [3] and [4] demonstrate full vehicle control by utilising 
specific flaws in the connected capabilities of luxury vehicles.

article [5] shows the weaknesses in can. it stresses the need to have effective barriers between control 
systems and other on board systems, especially as consumers seek to add more infotainment devices 
to the automotive architecture.

though plenty of specific research has been done in this area, much of the methodology and detail 
has been left out due to the severity of the attack. We plan to generalise an environment where at-
tack and defence implementations can be tested, like one might test a computer virus in a virtual box, 
rather than setting up a full machine. While there are papers detailing specific virtualisation of the can 
network, such as [6], it would not be feasible to model a vehicle completely virtually, as many physical 
elements present constraints or proprietary implementations that may be difficult to incorporate in 
software. 

5. objectiVes
the primary objective of the project is to build a systematic framework for testing and exploring the 
security of embedded vehicular systems.

the framework will consist of a physical testbed which facilitates testing of attack/defence mecha-
nisms on vehicle systems.

the testbed aims to make vehicle security research more accessible to other applications which can al-
low developments to happen faster by being a portable, safe, modular and modern testing environment.

the use of components from a late model vehicle will allow us to confirm if earlier vehicle attacks are 
still relevant. We will also analyse how vehicle manufacturers have responded to previous research in 
car hacking and whether they have considered it in their added ‘connected’ capabilities.

We aim to create a modular system that can be adapted to simulate more than one vehicle, alongside 
the ability to add more nodes (embedded systems) in a plug-and-play style in order to further explore 
the embedded network systems, such as the can bus.

extended objectives include:

•	 extending the testbed to include attack vectors from newer models of the vehicle such as new sen-
sors or internet connected features.

•	 adding virtual ’components’ where the hardware is of low complexity.

6. Method
We aim to achieve our objectives through the following means:

•	 scope out an appropriate minimum level of table-top vehicle functionality to enable research and 
demonstration of these attacks.

•	 include devices that would be appropriate to simulate a real vehicle’s operation (ecus and sensors) 
as well as actuators and components to provide interactive and visible capabilities (dash gauges, 
door locks, pedals/levers)

•	 demonstrate a framework and documentation for carrying out previously researched attacks on the 
testbed to verify the state of security in our vehicle.

•	 develop techniques to detect attacks after exposing vulnerabilities based on demonstrated attacks.

7. current and exPected results
We have acquired core components of a 2016 year common, mass-production car. using wiring dia-
grams from the vehicle manufacturer, we were able to identify communication wires and relay switch 
inputs that power the testbed and allow it to function as if still in a vehicle.
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We have begun constructing plug-and-play functionality within the testbed. for ease of use and to ac-
commodate future work, our system will use terminal strips with ferrules (strips such as power, the can 
bus, etc).

We have also begun crafting comprehensive documentation of our work to allow it to be both easily 
replicated and easy to understand for future operation.

We expect to demonstrate previously established attacks using the testbed with a focus on the can 
bus framework and analyse end-user impact.

some challenges of building a testbed:

•	 Simulating sensors, actuators, relays and other inputs and outputs
•	 The need for CAN bus monitoring and the ability to inject commands onto the bus
•	 Ensuring we do not ’brick’ the ECU or other components during code injection

Keywords: testbed, car, hack
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abstract
The state of the art method for fingerprinting digital cameras focuses on the non-uniform output of an array 
of pixels due to the distinct construction of the PN junction when excited by photons. This photo-response 
non-uniformity approach has been shown to be effective but excludes knowledge of image sensor output 
under equilibrium states without excitation (dark current). The dark current response traditionally has been 
deemed unsuitable as a source of fingerprinting as it is unstable across multiple variables including exposure 
time and temperature. As such it is currently ignored. Since an individual photodiode is filled with a combina-
tion of dark current electrons and photo current electrons we propose that dark current can also be used to 
generate the fingerprint. 

introduction
a reliable method of linking images to their source camera is through the analysis of image sensor 
noise to generate a photo-response non-uniformity (Prnu) fingerprint [1]. in our previous work we 
have shown that the state of the art method for generating Prnu noise residues is susceptible to lens 
aberrations [2]. this noise residue is also susceptible to high frequency patterns such as those gener-
ated through jPeg compression [3]. We propose that dark current, a similar high-frequency noise, is still 
present within the Prnu noise residues and is sufficiently stable across images in succession to not 
be removed through frame averaging. this not only contaminates a pure Prnu fingerprint, but when 
isolated will enable a dark current fingerprint to be generated on its own. this means that dark current 
should not be ignored but can be further exploited for forensic advantage.

dark current 
a photo-diode consists of a heavily doped Pn junction to create a depletion region. this depletion 
region when excited by a photon produces an electron-hole pair. the electron is stored in the n-well 
semiconductor, shortening the depletion region, with the hole moving to ground via the P type semicon-
ductor. the total number of such electrons is referred to as ePH.

            p

figure 1. the construction of a typical pinned photodiode. as a photon strikes the depletion region an 
electron-hole pair is produced.

-
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-

We refer to the number of electrons generated due to the swapping of minority carriers without exter-
nal excitation as dark electrons eDARK, the movement of which promotes dark current. the n-well region 
is gradually filled to capacity Nmax by the combination of these electrons at which point the depletion 
region is removed:

Ne- = min(Nmax,NeDARK +NePH)

dark current is often referred to as fixed pattern noise and makes up a component of the additive noise 
model we have discussed in our previous work. 

 

figure 2. the noise residue model as proposed in our work based on the system noise equations from 
[4]. the dark grey boxes indicate sources of noise that are able to be easily removed. random proc-
esses are removed through frame averaging [4] while raW format images remove digital processing 
artefacts [3]. the low frequency components of the scene content and all other sources of noise are 
removed due to the high-pass filter that the images are passed through to obtain the noise residue.

dark current is generated by multiple mechanisms within an image sensor. generally, three sources of 
dark current contribute to the total generated by a sensor. these sources are typically the depletion 
region through the swapping of minority carriers, the diffusion of carriers in the field-free region at 
saturation (drift current), and on the surface of any oxide layer interface. a complete study of dark cur-
rent is beyond the scope of this paper but can be read in [5]. 

given the bulk current occurs within the depletion region we simplify the number of dark current elec-
trons as follows:

     eDARK = 

Where AD is the detector area, tint is the integration or exposure time, q is the charge of an electron 
q = 1.6 * 10-19 coulombs and JD is the dark current density proportional to:

     JD∝ T2 e

where Et – EG is the band gap of the impurity dopant and bandgap of silicon respectively and k is is 
boltzmann’s constant, k =1.38 * 10-23 j/k.

since eDARK increases exponentially with temperature and proportionally with time it is possible for the 
n-well region of a photo-diode to be fully filled by dark current generated electrons.

PreliMinary exPeriMents
to compare and contrast dark current responses we used three sony iMx219 cMos digital image sen-
sors mounted onto a peltier plate temperature controlled device.

-

- -

q
JD AD tint

Et – EG

kT
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figure 3. the high pass dct filter used in our experiments

We set exposure time to a constant t = 0.001ms and varied temperature between 10°c and 30°c. the 
aperture of the camera was covered to ensure no light was allowed to enter, ensuring only dark frames 
are captured. taking an image set of 150 dark frames per camera and per temperature level, we prepared 
a noise residue for each dark frame by filtering using a high-pass filter in the discrete cosine domain to 
extract the high frequency components. Pixels of full value are considered to be saturated and are thus 
ignored as hot pixels [6]. these noise residues were then averaged to obtain a reference pattern.

We then correlated the reference pattern against a different set of flat field images captured at the 
same temperature and exposure time as the dark frames. the flat field images were taken using 6 
discrete interchangeable lenses per camera resulting in a total of 900 images per camera. a total of 
2,700 correlations were made across the three cameras. the correlation scores were then compared 
between the dark current reference patterns and the lenses across the cameras. the results are shown 
in figures 4, 5 and 6 and summarised in figure 7.

figure 4. dark current reference pattern for camera 1 correctly matching all images taken from camera 1 re-
gardless of lens at t=10°c. the correct match has an approximate correlation value between 1% and 1.9%.

figure 5. dark current reference pattern for camera 1 correctly matching all images taken from camera 1 re-
gardless of lens at t=20°c. the correct match has an approximate correlation value between 1.1% and 2.3%.
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figure 6. dark current reference pattern for camera 1 correctly matching all images taken from camera 
1 regardless of lens at t=30°c. the correct match has an approximate correlation value between 1.4% 
and 2.5%.

the average correlation value in [1] was benchmarked at 6%. We see that our value is significantly lower 
but, increases with temperature. this is consistent with more dark current electrons filling the n well 
region of the photo-diode as temperature increases. in addition, in our work we used a high pass filter 
method based around dct filtering as opposed to the conventional wavelet method used in [1] which 
takes considerable more computational resources. should a longer exposure time be used in conjunc-
tion with a higher temperature we expect to see more electrons filling the n-well region and thus a 
comparable fingerprint and correlation result obtained. 

figure 7. correlation results for all cameras across temperature. We see that each sensor has a correla-
tion response y ≈ ln(T2) – (Eg – Et) with r2 values 0.99, 0.99 and 0.65.

conclusion
Prnu has specifically dominated the literature for generating a fingerprint to match images back to 
their source camera. While this method ignores the effects of dark current we have shown that it can 
still be present within the resulting noise residues. While dark frame subtraction is an effective tool for 
removal of dark current some effects remain when this method is not obtained by immediately captur-
ing the dark current prior to the illuminated exposure or has been estimated from external rows of pixels 
not used for image capture. this is because dark current is dominated by temperature and exposure 
time. We see that the current Prnu method for obtaining a fingerprint is a combination of photon gen-
erated and dark current electrons filling the n-well regions. We have shown that dark current along can 
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be used to generate a fingerprint capable of matching images to their correct camera. this has been 
achieved by focusing on pixel non-uniformity as the unique sensor element, specifically the non-uniform 
width and length of the heavily doped regions in a photodiode and any shared read out circuitry as op-
posed to how each pixels depletion region reacts when illuminated. 
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in a context where data are incessantly relocated from one place to another and often replicated in 
multiple places simultaneously, countries are making increasing efforts to exert their control over the 
flow of information entering and leaving their territorial borders. Measures taken by states that directly 
or indirectly aim to localize data within national geographic borders are known as data localization 
laws, i.e., “laws that limit the storage, movement, and/or processing of data to specific geographies and 
jurisdictions, or that limit the companies that can manage data based upon the company’s nation of 
incorporation or principal situs of operations and management”.1 

forms of data localization measures have been in place for many years, especially with reference to 
government data and classified or sensitive material. however, after snowden’s 2013 revelations about 
the mass surveillance programs conducted by the us government, several states were given a good 
reason (or maybe the pretext) for enacting broader data localization rules. the assumption is that local-
izing data within a certain area would prevent data from being transferred to untrustworthy jurisdic-
tions with weaker data protection standards or, at least, would create additional obstacles for foreign 
wiretapping. this research is mainly focused on the triggers that underpin eu data export restrictions 
that can be, somewhat artificially, divided into two objectives: (a) preventing the circumvention of the 
eu data protection obligations and (b) protecting data from unauthorized access on the part of third 
parties that include not only hackers but, to some extent, also foreign intelligence services, law enforce-
ment authorities (“leas”) and other public authorities. 

the focus of my analysis is on the eu framework where both the data Protection directive (1995) and 
the general data Protection regulation (2016) make data transfer to third countries conditional upon 
the compliance with strict requirements. such requirements may de facto induce companies to localize 
data within the eu as a means to avoid the burdens of compliance. it could be argued that the provision 
of similar restrictions to the free flow of data is a price that is worth paying in order to protect personal 
data. however, the effectiveness of these restrictions can be questioned in the light of several develop-
ments: in the aftermath of the snowden’s revelations, the european court of justice (“ecj”) invalidated 
the safe harbour agreement between the eu and the us; also its substitute, the Privacy shield, raises 
several privacy concerns in the view of the article 29 Working Party; moreover, the validity of standard 
contractual clauses will soon be subject to the attention of the ecj. 

against this background, some have argued that the focus should be shifted from data location (geog-
raphy) to the technical measures (technology) that can be deployed for protecting data. encryption and, 
similarly, tokenization have been suggested as technical solutions that would protect data and, at the 
same time, make data location irrelevant. the aim of this research is hence to understand how, and to 
what extent, information security by means of technical measures may represent a better alternative 
to data export restrictions in the way it addresses (some) data protection concerns while allowing data 
to flow freely. 

1 jonah force hill, “the growth of data localization Post-snowden: analysis and 
recommendations for u.s. Policymakers and industry leaders,” lawfare research Paper series 
2, no. 3 (2014): 3, accessed May 7, 2018,  
https://lawfare.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/staging/lawfare-research-Paper-series-Vol2no3.pdf

https://lawfare.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/staging/Lawfare-Research-Paper-Series-Vol2No3.pdf
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technical measures, in particular encryption, may prove successful in replacing data export restrictions 
when such restrictions are mainly motivated by the fear of unauthorized access, particularly in the case 
of data transfers from eu controllers to non-eu (sub)processors.2 for example, in the case of data 
transfer from a non-eu controller to a us cloud service provider, encryption would hinder direct seizure 
of data by hackers or intelligence services. at the same time, in the event of disclosure requests from 
the authorities of its country of incorporation, the cloud provider could only provide those authorities 
with unintelligible data (as long as the decryption keys are held solely by the eu controller or stored on 
the customer’s local device). the challenges that may arise from us leas’ requests on the basis of the 
newly adopted us cloud act are also examined. 

at the same time, anti-circumvention objectives cannot be addressed by technical measures once ac-
cess to intelligible data has been lawfully obtained, such as in the case of data transfer from eu control-
lers to non-eu controllers. consider the example of a company a that is established in the eu and that 
sends some personal data that it has collected while performing its activities to a us company b in an 
encrypted form. b continues to keep the data encrypted. in this scenario, encryption could protect data 
(both in transit and at rest) from unauthorized access (although in this case the us controller could still 
be exposed to disclosure requests by us authorities since it will retain access to the decryption keys) 
but will play no role in ensuring that data will be processed by b in compliance with the standards set 
out under the eu data protection legislation. this is precisely the case where both technical measures 
and legal obligations (i.e., eu data export restrictions) will need to co-exist. 

the analysis is conducted by first identifying the legal limitations of current data exports restrictions in 
protecting data together with some legal uncertainties that still surround such restrictions. for example, 
the very concept of transfer is unclear as well as the interplay between the (extra)territorial scope of the 
gdPr, which applies regardless of data location, and data transfer limitations, which instead revolve 
entirely around data location. secondly, some empirical examples are examined (e.g., spideroak,3 PreV-
eil,4 rackspace5) in order to understand what information is encrypted and what kind of risks they are 
designed to prevent. finally, it will be examined how the legal framework and technical measures may 
complement, rather than substitute, each other. 

Keywords: eu data export restrictions, free flow of data, technical Measures
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linking bioMetric Wearables With Patient Monitoring and 
authentication
biometric data from wearable devices provides a range of advantages from dynamic authentication, 
to improved hospital grade patient monitoring. biometric data is data that has been collected and 
processed for the identification of biological organisms through confirmation of unique characteristics. 
due to the unique physiologies of every individual it is proposed that a unique biometric fingerprint can 
be developed that can replace current authentication methods, from passports to passwords. in addi-
tion, the long-term monitoring and recording of biometric data would further improve the health care 
industry by providing physicians with a biological history to tailor better-informed medical advice and 
diagnosis. 

it is further proposed that there is a requirement for improved health monitoring devices that are mar-
keted for at-home use. the digitalisation of australian health care records is a small step towards at-
home management of health care, which can be improved through online doctor-patient consultations 
that are facilitated by uploading biometric data from at-home medical equipment. it is suggested that 
prevention techniques will be implemented more successfully due to patients being better informed 
through the access of their medical records. 

the aiMs
the current study focuses on the extraction of biometric information from non-intrusive wearables. 
recreational and popular wearable devices, such as fitbit and apple watch, are under investigation due 
to the consistency in which they are worn, and their commercial influence on consumers. the aim of the 
study is to determine the quality of biometric information obtained from the recreational wearables, to 
understand the devices limitations, and the future improvements required to target user authentication 
and clinical-quality biometrics. 

the study initially focuses on the current architecture of commercial wearables, with a strong focus 
into the sensor technology implemented in the devices. an engineering level understanding will be 
established through the construction and signal analysis of a Photoplethysmography (ppm), the major 
green-light optical sensor utilised in commercial wearables. the capabilities and limitations of these 
devices will be compared to hospital devices, to determine the requirements for producing medical 
grade biometrics. 

the discoveries and conclusions will develop a foundation to understand the requirements for higher 
functioning wearables. the paper will continue by exploring current research and technology within the 
electronic health care system. other technological applications for the biometric data will be discussed, 
mainly the idea of a wearable authentication device. this will lead into the analysis of a collection of 
biometric data obtained from current wearable devices, such as the apple watch. the analysis of data 
will include the processing stages and personalised conclusions which relate to the biological functions 
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and activities of the user. the conclusions along with unique biometric patterns will provide the basis of 
the unique user profile. the paper will continue by analysing the limitations of these devices, and thus 
future improvements that can be implemented for hospital-grade wearables which will be supported 
through current clinical grade wearables such as the nymi band. suggestions for future research will 
be provided to conclude the study. 

future research
three significant questions propel the future research of wearable devices for patient monitoring and 
authentication. 

1. What limitations are placed on the physical architecture of wearable devices, and how can these be 
improved to obtain a dynamic biometric profile. 

2. What limitations are placed on the processing of data from the wearable sensors and how can these 
be improved to produce clinical-quality biometric data?

3. What combinations of biometric data are required to characterise a user through a unique profile?

these questions will be explored through analysing sensor capabilities and data processing features 
through previous literature and research, and supported by analysing the type and quality of data ob-
tained from the fitbit and apple watch. 

green light technology – aPPle Watch and fitbit
unlike the spacetalk, apple watch and fitbit, among other wearables, incorporate multiple sensors for 
obtaining a wide range of biometric information. one of the most common is a photoplethysmography 
(PPM) which is a green light based optical sensor that measures heart rate. the colour of light plays a 
critical role in the functionality of sensors. green light is almost completely absorbed by oxy-haemo-
globin, resulting in reduced signal distortion of the heart rate measurement. to achieve an engineering 
level understanding of green light technology as a sensor, a PPM will be constructed and processing 
techniques will be explored to understand the link between biometric accuracy and PPM data modula-
tion. 

red light technology – hosPital grade deVices
red light-based optoelectronic sensors are utilised by hospitals to measure biometrics, such as meas-
uring the amount of oxygen in the blood and respiratory rates. red light is able to penetrate the body, 
due to its low absorbability, and therefore is able to achieve more insightful data from a larger volume 
of tissue. 

unfortunately, a deeper penetration results in a higher noise distortion of the data, resulting in more 
complex processing techniques. for this reason, it is not desirable for companies to implement this 
technology in their wearable devices. the future is positive with wearables such as the biostrap imple-
menting red leds and infrared PPM to claim clinical –quality heart analysis. alternative and hybrid sen-
sor architectures such as red-light sensors, and red and blue light sensors will be explored as a means 
to suggest a wider range of biometrics for the development of a user profile. 

authentication
Physiological differences in individual’s cardio vascular and respiratory systems are mirrored in the 
biometric data. heart rate variability (hrV) is an inherent property of the heart and therefore attempts 
have been made to utilise it for biometric authentication. unfortunately, there is a lack of hrV literature 
targeted towards biometrics. the aim is to collate research among interdisciplinary studies to suggest 
how physiological properties such as hrV can be used to create an individual profile which can be em-
bedded into a wearable device. the device would offer an alternative to two-face authentication as it 
would essentially be something that knows something about something you are. 

to conclude, common limitations of wearable devices include, transmission abilities, energy reserve and 
device memory storage. Previous research has explored algorithms for data management, in particular 
the transmission of data through wireless interfaces to replace memory storage within the device. the 
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techniques utilised include lossy data compression techniques and the analysis of the techniques com-
plexity and compression performance. these techniques along with previous research and results will 
be explored to suggest suitable methods of data processing for both hospital grade and authentication 
purposes.

figure 1. demonstration of the penetration capabilities of the light spectrum. 

Keywords: biometrics, Medical monitoring, authentication
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since the adoption in the early 2000s, digitally signed documents became an integral part of business 
and public administration processes. in today’s estonia, a typical document archive consists of Pdf files 
and bdoc digitally signed documents in nearly equal proportions. auditory or regulatory reviews as well 
as investigations into wide range of infringements may well depend on the precision and completeness 
of an examination of those archived documents.

My thesis titled “forensic data Properties of digital signature bdoc and asic-e files on classic disk 
drives” attempts to provide a comprehensive overview of the issues associated with digital examination 
of this crucial type of documents, as well as offers ways to solve these issues. the research establishes, 
first, that the mainstream examiners’ favored gui based forensic suites, otherwise capable of handling 
wide range of file systems and data types, fail in recovering personal data (names and personal codes 
of the persons, who signed the documents) from the asn.1 encoded objects within the signature parts 
of bdoc and asice documents. these popular forensic suites perform better in carving this type of 
documents from deleted state. however, these tools tend to classify recovered files as general ziP 
archives, which makes examination of any large deleted document archives an arduous task. the tools 
get confused in this way because bdoc and asice documents are very much similar to many other ziP 
containers and because they were not “taught” to separate them. because of these hurdles forensic 
practitioners are today depending on complicated and inefficient manual workarounds for recovery of 
deleted documents of this particular type, and are doing examinations on point-and-click basis, risking 
missing crucial evidence and wasting precious time.

among many useful notes and discussions over both documented as well as undocumented features 
found in the real-life samples of digitally signed documents, my thesis provides regular expressions for 
bdoc/asice file type header and footer, enabling restoring the documents in question separately from 
other ziP-like containers, such as Ms office, open office, e-books and others documents. the thesis 
also provides an algorithm for summarily recovery of forensically relevant data, including personal 
records. the thesis demonstrates practical viability of those findings by implementing them in scripts 
available at https://github.com/raul-nugis/. the author has tested these deliverables – carving signature 
and data extraction algorithm – over a set of few thousands digitally signed containers, collected by the 
means of dynamic web content scrapping. the file-carving signature was tested over “classic” sector-
cluster based contiguous media, where both data extraction algorithm as well as recovery scripts per-
formed manifestly better than the mainstream forensic gui tools.

1 Please note that this abstract has not gone through the double-blind peer review

https://github.com/raul-nugis/
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disclosure
The penetration testing of the Spacetalk watch is being completed in support of a local manufacturer spon-
soring the project.

1. introduction
the importance of security in iot devices have amplified as the popularity of internet connected de-
vices have grown [5]. one of the types of iot devices gaining interest by many parents is wearable 
technology in the form of children safety watches. the spacetalk watch was assessed which includes 
features such as gPs tracking, timer, pedometer, torch, sos button and phone connectivity such as 
messaging and calls [2].

the device is perfect for parents to monitor their child without supervision and advertises to parents 
that they can be confident their child is safe. ensuring the device has sufficient security to prevent intru-
sion or tracking by predators is of great importance [1].

2. research Question
the research aims to identify and investigate technical security flaws in the spacetalk tracking Watch. 
the focus is on the malicious capabilities of the located flaws and how they may be used to extract 
and analyse data on the watch to learn schedules and locations of the individual wearing. ultimately, 
the aim is to determine if the technical security protocols on the wearable are sufficient to provide 
parents with confidence that a child user is safe and that the information contained on the spacetalk 
is accurate and cannot be accessed by unauthorised third parties.

3. releVance
spacetalk advertises to parents that they can be confident that their child is ‘safe’ and their location 
is known and within contact at any time [2]. When these watches are used for their designed purpose, 
they can allow for a higher confidence from the parents that the child remains safe. however, when 
these watches come under attack, it poses the question if they are secure enough to store a prolonged 
history of the child’s location. 

these wearable devices contain sensitive data, relating to the child’s location making the security 
and confidentiality of the data paramount [3]. ensuring security of data is the key to the prevention 
of malicious manipulations such as for abductions, illegal surveillance or data falsification [4]. hy-
pothesised security flaws on the device could expose data intended for the parent to a third party 
attempting to cause harm to the child. such flaws could allow them to access and alter data stored 
on the watch.
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4. research Methodology
research is being conducted with a black-box methodology, starting with only publicly available infor-
mation of the device. With the use of available data, experiments are being conducted through several 
different attack vectors to locate any vulnerabilities present.

a variety of attack vectors revolving around the spacetalk device has been researched and investi-
gated to discover security flaws. the main attack vectors investigated for infiltration purposes include 
network attacks, side channel attacks, man in the middle attacks, authentication attacks and usb con-
nection exploits. the specific features and capabilities of the device which are being investigated use 
the protocols such as sMs commands, hardware connection, gateway application, device rf signature, 
android hacking tools, interchanging of the sim card and hidden menu on the watch. 
the spacetalk receives sMs commands for communication, one method that has been investigated 
is how messaging different texts or codes can affect the behaviour of the watch. different messages 
with different text layouts have been trialled to observe the response on the watch. sMs commands 
tested which allowed the spacetalk watch to lose synching capabilities of parental contacts. the flaw 
has since been patched by allMytribe. 
further investigation, using sMs commands will be completed. With sMs commands, the disguising 
of original messages or transmission of fake messages to the device could allow the watch to be lead 
astray believing the commands sent are authentic, this could lead to the watch misinforming the child 
or altering predesignated ‘safe zones’ and pose a potential safety hazard. another potential misuse of 
these commands could be setting the watch to call a predesignated cell phone to be used an unlawful 
audio recording device. these hypotheses will be further tested in the research process. 
the spacetalk watch operates through a connection to an application called allMytribe. the connec-
tion to the application creates potential for additional attack vectors. sabotaging of the application is 
being attempted by editing the application for data leakage and/or duplicating for the purposes of a 
phishing attack. 
the network connectivity of the spacetalk watch is being researched. determining if the device 
has a unique signature when connecting to a network could also provide a security weakness. if the 
detection of the signal from the watch allows the number to be identified as a spacetalk watch, a 
third party could distinguish the device as a child’s watch. discovering the device as a child’s watch 
could result in external parties easily identifying children’s number and allowing network tracking or 
surveillance.

5. real World iMPlications
Weaknesses in the security of these devices can result in severe consequences if discovered by an 
individual with malicious intent. for example, if the gPs location of the child could be continuously 
monitored by a felon who wishes to harm the child, that children would be more at risk than without the 
watch. in this instance, as the watch provides harmful information, it is detrimental towards the child’s 
safety and should not be worn.
Parents trust the provider, allMytribe, with the data of their child and assume that the device is 
secure. any public identification of flaws will develop wavering trust in the products as well as other 
devices on the market. these devices were designed to ensure the child’s safety is of high priority 
while having some independence. Maintaining security and the parent’s faith in the device is of great 
importance.

6. conclusion
as technology is continually advancing, a greater number of devices and features are becoming avail-
able making security paramount. one of the methods that the spacetalk watch employs to remain se-
cure is by keeping a simple interface with limited functionality[2]. even with limited functionality there 
are several possible attack vectors for the watch which can be exploited and abused. if these attack 
vectors are successfully exploited, the watch has failed its primary purpose of keeping the children safe.
Keywords: Wearables, cybersecurity, safety
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introduction
numerous safety watches, designed for children, have been banned in germany due to potential security 
and privacy concerns [1]. generally, these devices link to an application that allows the child’s guardian 
to monitor them. if a security vulnerability exists within such a watch, it is conceivable that a hacker can 
use this vulnerability to obtain sensitive data from the watch, reducing the overall privacy and safety of 
the wearer. a few of these examples include unauthorised access to the child’s gPs coordinates, remote 
extraction of phone numbers and voice data exfiltration [2][3][4]. thus, it is imperative that these safety 
wearables are secure, to avoid unintended parties being privy to the child’s private data.

objectiVe
the objective of this paper is to create a security framework to assess whether a children’s safety 
watch is technically secure enough to sell to the australian public.

related Work
several research papers focus on the development of a security framework for Wearable internet of 
things (Wiot) devices. s. siboni et al. uses a dynamic, black box testing framework to assess Wiot devices 
in realistic conditions [5]. the paper does not classify the security levels of each tested Wiot device using 
the results of the testing methodology. M. langone et al. demonstrate multiple case studies about finding 
and analysing security vulnerabilities of three Wiot devices [6]. these devices collect the wearer’s data 
and communicate with a smartphone application. the vulnerabilities exposed in this paper are related to 
the Wireless body area network (Wban) architecture and bluetooth low energy (ble) protocols.

PreliMinary results 
two devices with potential security vulnerabilities were pen tested using identical methods, as they 
ran on the same system architecture; they were almost completely identical, but both devices were re-
branded and had a customised app. both devices could be instructed to execute various tasks via sMs 
commands. each sMs command had to be correctly formatted according to the given specifications, 
and include the password of that particular device [2][7]. for example, the command “pw123456,ts#” 
contains the default password, 123456, and the instruction, “ts” [2][7][8]. this command instructs both 
watches to return private information such as the device location and iMei. 

the device can be instructed to monitor the wearer, without their knowledge, by remotely sending the in-
struction “pw123456,monitor,phonenumber#” where the “phonenumber” parameter is the number you 
want the watch to call. this instruction prompts the device to covertly call the watch’s phone number, 
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allowing the message sender to overhear the sounds picked up by the watch’s microphone [2]. using 
these sMs commands, it is also possible to track the device remotely; the command “pw,123456,url#” 
returns a url with the location of the device displayed through google Maps [].

information on changing the passwords for the sMs commands of both devices is absent from both 
device’s respective manual or respective smartphone app. thus, changing the default password of either 
device was neither compulsory nor apparent. the command “pw,123456,pw,xxxxxx#”, changes the sMs 
password to “xxxxxx” [2]. the sMs command “pw,123456,imei,xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx#” allows the user to 
change the iMei of the linked device; the parameter “xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx” represents the new iMei of the 
device [9]. by changing the device’s iMei, not only would the device’s id change but the unique registration 
code also would. this change of the unique registration code allows for the device to re-register with a 
new account to the application; revoking the parent’s access to the children’s smartwatch via the watch’s 
application and does not notify the account holder. under australian law, it is illegal to change the iMei of 
a device. however, the group has obtained permission from the manufacturer [9]. the group’s sMs vulner-
ability findings were reported to the relevant agencies in australia. the proper actions are being taken to 
protect australian consumers from both watch’s security deficiencies.

Methodology
Market research was conducted to generate a list of children’s safety watches available in australia (i.e., 
the devices were included in the list if they were sold in australia or available for import). from this list, 
watches were selected for pen testing based on their key characteristics, such as the original equip-
ment manufacturer (oeM), system architecture and the features of their application and server ecosys-
tem. these watches are tested for security vulnerabilities using existing attack vectors, i.e., the analysis 
of sMs commands and relevant technical programs such as Wireshark, apktool and android studio. 
Wireshark is used to examine the data packets sent and received by these children’s safety watches 
and their respective phone applications [10]. apktool is used to reverse engineer and decompile the 
android applications that are used to monitor these watches [11]. android studio is used to analyse and 
edit these decompiled applications to reveal potential security vulnerabilities [12]. the results of pen 
testing each watch produces a list of vulnerabilities for that watch. finally, the found vulnerabilities are 
compared with one another and categorised based on their system architectures.

the group are attempting to identify the best aspects of existing cyber-security frameworks. combin-
ing this, and the knowledge obtained from the various pen testing experiments allows for the genera-
tion of our security framework. the previously pen tested watches are reassessed using the framework, 
to verify the success of the framework and determine if a flaw corresponds to more than one device. 
for instance, whether each of the watches can be controlled using sMs commands.

conclusion
our preliminary results suggest that the creation of a security framework is necessary to identify in-
secure children’s safety watches. the security of these watches is paramount; if a malicious individual 
intends to, they could gain access to the wearer’s gPs coordinates, covertly monitor the wearer or 
break the parent’s registration of the device [2] [3] [9]. Multiple pentesting techniques are applied to the 
chosen sample of children’s safety watches. the results obtained from this process are used to create 
a security framework for these devices. this framework will enable the testing of these children’s safety 
watches in australia for a safety and security strength.

Keywords: safety Watch, Vulnerability, framework
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introduction
children’s tracking watches are gaining popularity worldwide, but a one-size-fits-all approach to techni-
cal implementation is challenged by different social and cultural contexts, whilst abiding by national 
laws. We compare the social and regulatory environments of australia and india – two countries with 
stark cultural differences – to consider how a flexible set of technical capabilities may be used to imple-
ment a system architecture which can be adapted to meet local requirements. the purpose of the re-
search is to inform the company behind the spacetalk children’s tracking watch, developed in australia, 
as it expands its market internationally.

background
children’s tracking watches come with many different functionalities, but the main feature that dis-
tinguishes them from other devices as a safety device is their ability to allow parents to track their 
children through gPs on an accompanying smartphone app. this now raises the issues of children’s 
consent and now involves surveillance tracking laws. 

this is important to consider because in europe, many children’s tracking watches have been banned 
and have called for any of these devices to be destroyed, due to the possibility of their security being 
broken and being utilised as an illegal surveillance device. additionally, the features and customer rights 
when using such devices have also become under investigation [1]. 

this project is being investigated from two different contexts. the first is the australian perspective, 
where it is possible that children’s tracking devices can be misused and utilised as an illegal surveillance 
device. the second is the indian perspective, where there is a genuine safety concern because crimes 
such as kidnapping are much more common as opposed to in australia.

australia and india both have a different definition of child consent, and different laws regarding sur-
veillance devices. because of these differences, each country presents different technical requirements 
to ensure these children’s tracking watches comply with their nation’s laws and still deliver the primary 
objective of children’s safety.

Methodology
laws regarding children’s consent and personal data security are being investigated within the austral-
ian and indian contexts. furthermore, the spacetalk smartwatch is being understood by testing each 
of its functions, verifying its intended functionality and the quality of those functions. these functions 
are verified by testing them under possible social scenarios that may occur for families that use such 
devices.
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literature research
in the #Watchout report by forbrukerrådet, the features of some children’s tracking devices were inves-
tigated. any information collected was defined as personal data, and so they were also investigated to 
determine how such data and user’s rights are handled. it was determined that these devices were both 
inadequate and unclear about the privacy rights of the user, and that the safety features advertised 
for the device were unreliable. out of the four devices investigated, only one asked for consent for the 
collection of private data, however all of them were unclear as to what that data would be used for or 
implied it would be used for marketing and other purposes. none of the devices allowed for deletion of 
personal data or alerted the user when the devices terms of service are altered [1]. 

in australia, the use of tracking devices becomes illegal once they are used without the expressed or 
implied consent of the person being tracked [2] [3]. a report by the australian law reform commission 
(alrc) summarises the current consent policies and suggests future recommendations [4]. the alrc 
concludes that a person is regarded as a minor if they are under the age of 18, and if they are under 
the age of 15 the parents are responsible for providing consent. the alrc concludes, although in the 
context of serious matters of consent such as invasive surgery, that a person under the age of 18 may 
undertake a capacity assessment to give consent, that organisations that regularly handle the infor-
mation of minors ensure their staff are trained about issues concerning capacity, and that they should 
address in their privacy policy how such information is managed. 

conversely, in india, the issue about informed consent for minors is more complex. according to guard-
ians and Wards act (gWa), 1890, it states that any person who is not over the age of 18 is a minor. 
therefore, the court or appointed authority has the power to choose a guardian for the child by nomi-
nating one or removing another [5]. additionally, child marriages are also common which further compli-
cates matters of consent. the implications of this mean that the husband now has legal guardianship 
and provides consent for the child, instead of the parents who may have provided their child with the 
tracking watch.

in australia, where blended families after remarriage are common and accepted, it may be desirable 
for the separated families to each be able to track a child when they have custody, while respecting the 
privacy of their former partner. temporary guardianship by grandparents raises a similar example. in 
india, where divorce and such custodial arrangements are generally socially unacceptable, such sharing 
of authority may be undesirable, and is complicated by the custodial arrangements in a child marriage. 
further, middle-to-upper class families are vulnerable to kidnapping of children for ransom, and similar 
crimes, and so the watch is both an indicator of potential wealth (and hence a worthy kidnapping tar-
get) and a means to recover the kidnapped child.

findings
While there are several implications for flexible architecture requirements such as single-login, lack of 
an option to withdraw consent or sim card swapping, we consider only the issue of single account login 
for detailed discussion here.

Most children’s watches, including our target device, support a single parent account with one or mul-
tiple child trackers. sharing access to the tracking location therefore requires the user account and 
password to be shared with other parties including the other parent or temporary guardians such as 
grandparents.

significance of findings
this allows for unrestricted or un-monitored access by the other parties. should there be a fallout 
between the parents and other parties, there is now someone able to track the child, and by extension 
the parents or other parties without consent. this is an opportunity to misuse and abuse the intended 
functionality of the device. 

different requirements now arise which are most noticeable when developing the requirements for the 
different contexts, australia and india. an example is listed below, which further emphasises the need 
for a flexible solution.
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country reQuireMents
australia in australia, sharing the account details allows for ease of access and can appease 

concerned parents who wish to allow guardians to monitor their child at the same time 
as they do.

india conversely, if a child is married, the husband may not want the child’s parents to be able 
to still track the child’s location since he now has consent and guardianship over the 
child. 

table 1: contrasting requirements for australia and india.

further research
the next stage for this research is to consider a more diverse range of contrasting regulatory and 
social tensions, and so propose where flexible technical implementations may be desirable for a well-
considered children’s tracking watch for the international market.

Keywords: children, tracking, requirements, smartwatch, consent, safety, security, australia, india, 
spacetalk
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Wearable devices, such as smartwatches are one successful example of technological evolution. con-
sumer-based society is a great engine for the expansion of markets [2], advancement of functionality 
and performance for such devices. We are witnessing the coextensive creation and processing of mas-
sive volumes of personal data [3]. despite rapid transformation of these technologies and their avail-
ability globally both for adults and children, lack of uniform and coherent regulatory framework creates 
a potential “policy vacuum”, for some companies a blank check. Moreover, it creates complexities when 
new technological solution(s) migrate cross-border and integration of products from one market into 
another requires “legal acceptance”. the “legal acceptance” or “legal tolerance”, within the scope of 
technical standards and privacy regulations, may vary from one jurisdiction to another, and these dif-
ferences of jurisdictions are based on cultural and social expectations of nation states and law.

this paper will discuss the forensic value of personal data with regard to smartwatches, and the related 
privacy implications, with special emphasis on children’s data within the european union, specifically in 
estonia. international best practices and practical case studies from the united states and australia 
will also be researched.

context & background to the research Questions
the first research question investigates privacy aspects of data collection, extended to biometric data 
[4], from wearable devices; particularly giving consideration to those devices worn by minors. When the 
user of the device is an adult, and knowingly and willingly carries it, there are far fewer legal implica-
tions than when such a device is being used and/or carried by a child. this raises an issue from the 
privacy stand-point: at what age, can a child provide an informed consent [5] to be monitored or their 
data accessed? to address these questions, eu regulations, directives [6], including but not limited to 
general data Protection regulation (gdPr) [4] and several estonian national laws [7] will be studied. 
children’s online Privacy Protection rule (“coPPa”) [8] by the federal trade commission in united 
states will be considered as well.

can monitoring children’s current location through smartwatches or conversations among other kids 
be defined as spying or surveillance? not all nations accept absolute control and surveillance over 
their children, some countries have strict privacy regulations with regards to monitoring children. the 
current research will not address the social concepts of “helicopter Parents” [9] but will emphasize to 
the research community the need for addressing the complexity of parental relationships. in particu-
lar, a need for arrangements to be made for parental consent for a child to be monitored through a 
smartwatch, when there are multiple parents and relatives involved. Moreover, if there are asymmetric 
parental relationships within the family, and there is only one user account for monitoring the child.

last year in november the german federal network agency [10] prohibited the sales of smartwatches 
targeting children from 5 to 12 years old. Moreover, the agency published an instruction [11] for parents 
and relevant institutions such as schools, how to destroy these devices, and a template of the certifi-
cate [12] to prove the destruction of the device. along with the privacy issues, the security standards of 
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the technical framework and technologies supporting the privacy and integrity of user data deserves a 
closer analysis. this is another immediate and legitimate aspect that can hinder cross-border migra-
tion of technologies due to existing and, at the same time, developing technical standards and system 
interoperability mechanisms. the research will address applicable relevant european legal regulations 
and standards. in october 2017, the norwegian consumer council published a report [13] about critical 
security flows in children’s smart watches, encouraging parents to restraint from buying these devices 
which, in reality, “provide false sense of security…” claimed the council [14]. the continuous real-time 
geolocation tracking, physical activity data and history, communication without encryption for certain 
smart watches, imposes an absolute secure technical environment. strict regulations for designing 
sturdy frameworks for collection [15], processing and storage of data, thus safeguarding the confi-
dentiality and integrity of personal data of users, particularly when addressing children. Moreover, the 
importance of integrity of user data comes forward when the data is being processed and analysed 
within a forensics context.

to complete the smartwatch ecosystem, the balance between the privacy of user’s data and the user’s 
data being accessed, processed and analysed within forensics context should be found. the following 
legal questions being addressed: What are the (privacy) rights of a user with regards to exposing/dis-
tributing of their biometric data and what legal mechanisms and/options are currently available for law 
enforcement agencies for rapid acquisition of data for forensic analysis and digital evidence purposes 
1) if the user is a minor; 2) if the user is diseased adult; 3) if the user (adult) is unable to give consent 
due to health condition/incapacitated/not of sound mind.

besides the vital aspects of these smartwatches of being a safety device for children, another applica-
tion of smartwatches are the data, the biometrics collected that can be critical for law enforcement 
agencies for profiling. this is in particular relevant when conducting criminal investigations [16].

Keywords: Wearable devices, Wearable technology, smartwatches, data, biometric data, children, 
consent, Privacy, forensics, digital forensics, investigation, law enforcement
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culture at a number of universities and spent research time at the university of oslo.

Liisa Tallinn is the chief Marketing officer for spectx, a company building a fast and flexible analysis 
tool for unstructured data. she has previously been in charge of public relations in the estonian infor-
mation system authority ria and the nato cyber defence centre of excellence. liisa has a Msc in 
cyber security from the tallinn university of technology. explaining complicated tech to a wider end-
user audience is her true passion.

Luke Jennings is a final year honours student at the university of adelaide studying a bachelors de-
gree of electrical and electronic engineering. his project aims to improve the functionality of children’s 
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tracking watches such that they have a flexible system architecture which can be applied to meet 
different requirements. luke is also participating in the 2018 cyber security research study tour in 
estonia. 

Michael Pfeiffer is an undergraduate student studying bachelor of engineering (honours) electrical & 
electronic at the university of adelaide, australia. he is currently in final year, investigating car hacking 
in his honours project; a project sponsored by dst Group and also under the supervision of dr. Matthew 
sorell. he is also taking part in the estonia cyber security study tour to enhance his knowledge in the 
field of cyber security. his main interests are in cyber security, electronics and 3d printing.

Munirah Taliah DeVries is currently in her final year of a bachelor of engineering (electrical and elec-
tronics honours) at the university of adelaide. furthermore, she has completed a degree in bachelor of 
science (biotechnology) with majors in chemistry and biochemistry, also at the university of adelaide. 
she has undertaken a final year project on the topic of biometric data of wearable technology, with a 
focus on medical monitoring and authentication. the skills obtained through both her engineering and 
science studies will greatly assist in exploring this area from a dynamic range of viewpoints. previously, 
she did part of her legal traineeship at an international law firm in Milan and interned at the permanent 
Mission of Italy to the united nations in Vienna. she holds a combined ba/Ma in law which she earned 
from the university of trento in March 2016. during her studies, she spent an academic year at the 
school of law of the university of reading (uk) and conducted research for her final Master’s thesis 
in brussels.

Narayan Shanmuganathan is currently in his 5th year of studying bachelor of engineering (honours) 
(computer systems) with bachelor of finance. he is taking part in the 2018 cyber security study tour 
to estonia among 14 other students. his project is to create a security framework that assesses the 
security of a children’s safety watch. 

Nooragha Sharifi was born in oruzgan, afghanistan in 1996. he graduated high school at paralowie 
r-12 school in 2014. currently studying a double degree called bachelor of engineering (honours) 
(electrical & electronic) with bachelor of Maths and computer science at the university of adelaide, 
adelaide, sa, australia in 2015. he is taking part in the 2018 cyber security study tour to estonia 
among 14 other students. his project is to create a security framework that assesses the security of a 
children’s safety watches. In 2010, he started to work as a tIler for his dad’s business a&a abdul tiling 
until 2016 on a casual basis. currently working as an independent sales contractor contracted to 
unite Marketing which is based in kent town, sa, australia. Mr. sharifi is also a member of eeesau, 
auMs, computer science club and engineers australia since 2015 and auMt since 2018. he was also 
elected as the undergraduate student representative for the school of electrical and electronic engi-
neering committee in 2016 at the university of adelaide. he also received the pro sales rising star 
award at unite Marketing in 2017

Raul Nugis is about to graduate from cyber security’s digital forensics track studied in a joint mas-
ters’ programme by tallinn university of technology and university of tartu. In the 90s, raul nugis has 
received a degree in chemical engineering from tallinn university of technology. as long-time employ-
ee of the estonian competition authority, a market regulator, supervisory body and law enforcement 
agency, raul nugis has rich expertise in digital forensic areas related to electronic records. raul nugis 
holds Isfce cce certification in digital forensics, comptIa security+ certification in cyber security, and 
is active member of european union’s ecn (european competition network) working group dedicated 
to the legal and technical issues of digital evidence.

Raymond Yin is an honours student enrolled at the university of adelaide. he is pursuing a b.e. degree 
under the school of electrical and electronic engineering. his research interests include telecommuni-
cations, technology commercialisation, and digital forensics.

Richard Matthews is phd student at the university of adelaide. his research interests are broadly fo-
cusing on cybersecurity with honours students working on the security of children’s wearables, forensic 
interests looking to exploit dark current of cMos image sensors as a unique identifier and additive and ad-
vanced manufacturing with the principal focus of democratising the technology. he is a passionate science 
communicator and a regular contributor to the conversation. before joining the academy, he served in the 
royal australian air force as an officer. he received a bachelor of engineering in electrical and electronic 
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engineering with honours in 2014 from the university of adelaide. he is an academic consultant with the 
entrepreneurship, commercialisation and Innovation centre focused on 3d printing and prototyping, a 
member of emudent pty ltd science advisory board and a casual academic with the school of electrical 
and electronic engineering since 2015. he has previously held positions on the university of adelaide’s 
academic board and university of adelaide’s Governing council. he continues as an elected councillor on 
the university of adelaide’s Governing council being re-elected for a further two-year term in 2018.

Roman Müller is currently a cyber security student at the tallinn university of technology and the 
university of tartu. he graduated from the technical university in Ingolstadt writing about graph gen-
eration for indoor navigation. after the events of the alleged manipulation in the 2016 us election he is 
now researching in the area of opinion manipulation and possible technical countermeasures. 

Sasha de Vries is completing her fourth-year of her bachelor’s of electrical and electronic engineer-
ing at the university of adelaide. she is one of the 15 students selected to participate in the estonia 
cyber security study tour from the university of adelaide in australia. sasha is currently completing 
her honours project in a cybersecurity field involving wearable technology. the project focuses on the 
security protocols implemented on devices such as Gps tracking watches for kids safety. the honours 
project is collaborative project between students from the university of adelaide and the university of 
ravensburg-Weingarten in Germany.

Siim Alatalu joined the nato cooperative cyber defence centre of excellence in january 2015. as 
head of International relations, his primary role was to lead the development of the centre’s relations 
with its growing network of partners from government, military, academia and industry. In 2018 he 
joined the centre’s strategy branch, being in charge of cyber policy research and training related to 
nato and the european union, as well as providing subject matter expertise to the centre’s other flag-
ship projects. his prior professional career includes several advisory and managerial positions at the 
estonian Ministry of defence since 2001. between 2008–2011 he served as a diplomat at the estonian 
delegation to nato in brussels, belgium. siim alatalu is a graduate of the Maxwell school of syracuse 
university (Master of arts in International relations in 2005), as well as of the baltic defence college 
(higher command studies course 2011) and the university of tartu (b.a. in history in 2001). he is cur-
rently pursuing his ph.d. at the tallinn university of technology.

Tiiu Mamers graduated with a Master’s degree in cyber security from the tallinn university of tech-
nology and the university of tartu in january 2018. her research interests are the information security 
investment strategies and tactics as well as the economic impacts of security incidents. she has also 
obtained a Master degree in economics and a bachelor degree in journalism from the university of 
tartu.

Valentyna Tsap is a first-year phd student and a researcher in tallinn university of technology, de-
partment of software science. her doctoral thesis focuses on electronic identity management within 
european union member states, their comparative analysis especially in the perspective of eIdas com-
pliance and the future implications. her main research interests are e-identity, eId cards, e-governance, 
e-government systems. she graduated as M.sc.eng. from e-Governance technologies and services pro-
gram in tallinn university of technology. her undergraduate degree was received in her hometown, 
ternopil, ukraine.








